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Voorwoord

Dit proefschrift is tot stand gekomen in het kader van het onderzoek dat
door mij is verricht als wetenschappelijk medewerker, verbonden aan de
vakgroep Theoretische Natuurkunde van de Afdeling der Technische
Natuurkunde der Technische Hogeschool te Eindhoven. Dank zij de in de
vakgroep bestaande belangstelling voor de Methoden der Mathematische
Fysica is het mij in de afgelopen jaren mogelijk geweest deze methoden toe
te passen op het gebied van de Fundamentele Problemen van de Quantum-
mechanica. Ik ben de hoogleraren prof. dr. L. J. F. Broer en prof. dr. F. W.
Sluijter, in overeenstemming met wie ik dit onderzoek heb verricht, zeer
erkentelijk voor de vrijheid die zij mij bij de uitvoering ervan hebben
geboden en voor het vertrouwen dat zij hebben getoond in het welslagen
ervan. Waarde Bert, beste Frans, jullie steun is van zeer grote waarde
geweest voor het tot een goed einde brengen van deze onderneming.

De keuze van een onderwerp met een zo fundamenteel karakter als in
dit proefschrift wordt beschreven, lijkt aan een Technische Hogeschool
minder voor de hand te liggen. Inderdaad zou mijn wetenschappelijke
belangstelling zich mogelijk in een andere richting hebben ontwikkeld als
deze niet was beinvloed door een toevallige omstandigheid. Beste Peter
Janssen en Sander Santman, jullie vrijwel gelijktijdige verzoek om een
afstudeermogelijkheid op het terrein van de Grondslagen der Quantum-
mechanica heeft in belangrijke mate de richting van dit onderzoek bepaald.
Dit proefschrift draagt een groot aantal kenmerken van het werk dat we
destijds in gezamenlijke inspanning hebben voltooid. Dat ook aan een
technische instelling een fundamenteel fysisch onderwerp in een behoefte kan
voorzien moge blijken uit de gestage stroom van stagiairs en afstudeerders
die aan dit of nauw verwant onderzoek hebben bijgedragen. Henk Arnoldus,
Kees Metzger, Gidi van Liempd, Vianney Koelman, Omar Abu-Zeid, Frank
Visser, Ton Arfman, Wim Graef en Joop van den Eijnde, jullie zijn voor dit
onderzoek een grote stimulans geweest. Speciaal jou, Joop, wil ik bedanken
voor jouw essentiële aandeel bij het vinden van het bewijs van locals
commutativiteit, zoals gegeven in het onderdeel van dit proefschrift waaraan
ook jouw naam verbonden is.

Mijn promotoren prof. dr. J. Hilgevoord en prof. dr. B. J. Verhaar ben
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ik oprechte dank verschuldigd voor hun zorgvuldige bestudering van de
manuscripten en voor de vele waardevolle suggesties ter verbetering van de
inhoud. Beste Jan, met plezier denk ik terug aan onze veelvuldige en
stimulerende discussies, óók aan diè waarin onze meningen uiteindelijk niet
convergeerden. Beste Boudewijn, jouw gedetailleerde kritiek heeft een
aanzienlijke invloed uitgeoefend op mijn visie omtrent het probleem van de
macrocausaliteit.

Naast de hierboven genoemden wil ik al die anderen bedanken die op
enigerlei wijze hebben bijgedragen aan het tot stand komen van dit
proefschrift. Van hen wil ik speciaal nog noemen alle voormalige en
tegenwoordige leden van de vakgroep die mij door hun vriendschap en raad
tot grote steun zijn geweest, de leden van de Interuniversitaire Werkgroep
Grondslagen van de Quantummechanica, en, niet op de laatste plaats, Marja
Rooyakkers en Ria Coopmans voor de voortreffelijke verzorging van het
type-werk.

Tenslotte zij nog vermeld dat het grootste deel van dit proefschrift is
gepubliceerd in het tijdschrift Foundations of Physics:

W. M. de Muynck and J. P. H. W. van den Eijnde, A derivation of
local commutativity from macrocausality, using a quantum mechanical
theory of measurement, F.O.P. 14 (1984), page 111-146 (artikel I).

Willem M. de Muynck, A quantum mechanical theory of local obser-
vables and local operators, F.O.P. 14 (1984), page 199-253 (artikel II).

Willem M. de Muynck
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Introduction and Summary

1. INTERPRETATIONS OF QUANTUM MECHANICS

This thesis is part of a research program having the interpretation of the
quantum mechanical formalism as the subject of its investigation. The
problem of the interpretation of the quantum mechanical wave function is as
old as the Schrödinger equation itself. It is rather embarrassing, then, that,
notwithstanding the overwhelming success of the quantum mechanical
formalism in describing physical phenomena, at this moment its inter- ;
pretation seems to be still in a pre-paradigm stage of development. This may !
hardly be appreciated in this way by most practicing physicists who feel that (: "j
Bom's statistical interpretation of the wave function is sufficient for '; j
comparing the results of their experiments with the theoretical outcomes of ! j
the formalism. This is not to say, however, that it is possible to designate one ; ;
single complete and coherent interpretation as the prevailing one. Even the ] i
orthodox, or Copenhagen, interpretation does not seem able, on closer !

scrutiny, to play this role,(1> although it was for a long time by far the most ;

influential and widespread interpretation. At this moment it seems that
Ballentine's "statistical" interpretation(2) or the "minimal" interpretation due
to Margenau and Park'31 are closer to the way the quantum formalism is
dealt with in practice. Contrary to the Copenhagen interpretation, in which
the quantum formalism is taken as a mere algorithm for calculating
measurement results (e.g. transition probabilities), in the latter interpretations
the wave function is conceived as describing the state of an objectively
existing object system, or the resuit of an objective preparation procedure.

In classifying interpretations of quantum mechanics it is helpful to
distinguish between two dichotomies, viz. the realism-phenomenalism
dichotomy and the objectivism-nonobjectivism dichotomy.(4) Of these, the
first one has to do with the question whether the primitive terms of the
theory do refer to the microscopic object itself as real properties of this
object, or whether they merely correspond to the macroscopically observable
phenomena which are induced in the measuring instruments (so-called obser-
vables). It is in the context of this dichotomy that the question is considered



of the possibility of a realistic subquantum theory, reproducing the obser-
vable results of quantum mechanics, and at the same time, giving a (more)
complete description of the system (than is yielded by quantum mechanics).

In the second dichotomy the question is considered whether the
description of a microscopic object system, given by some theory, can be
interpreted as representing objective1 knowledge of the state of an isolated
system. As is wellknown it was Bohr's contention that quantum mechanics
does not admit such an interpretation. In his opinion object system and
measuring instrument form an indivisible whole during the measurement
interaction, and cannot be treated separately. By the macroscopic
measurement arrangement conditions are fixed which "constitute an inherent
element of the description of any phenomenon to which the term "physical
reality" can be properly attached...".(5) According to Bohr<6) the
nonvanishing value of Planck's quantum of action makes it impossible to
give a complete account of the interaction between object and measurement
arrangement in the process of a microscopic measurement. This makes it
impossible to attribute the measured value of a quantity to the object system
as a property which is possessed by the object system independently of the
measurement being performed. With Bohr, knowledge about a microscopic
object is knowledge about an observed reality. The interaction between
object and measuring instrument can neither be neglected nor avoided
(Bohr's "quantum phenomenon'"6')- This makes the situation essentially
different from what we are accustomed to in macroscopic observation.
Whereas in macrophysics observed reality can be identified, to any desired
accuracy, with an objective reality that can be viewed as independent of any
measurement arrangement, according to Bohr this is impossible in
microphysics.

Contrary to Bohr's understanding of the meaning of the quantum
mechanical formalism, in present- day formulations and interpretations a
tendency can be observed towards the conception of the quantum mechanical
wave function as the description of an isolated system, that is, of an objective
reality. In most textbooks of quantum mechanics the ideas of Bohr are
referred to only in an introductory chapter without much impact on the bulk
of the presented theory. Following von Neumann's<7) axiomatization,
reference to the measuring process is reduced to the occurrence in the axioms
of the terms "measurement" and "measurement result." These terms,
however, hardly have any physical significance. They are only introduced to
bring about a semantic relationship between certain elements of the

1 In the context of the present thesis "objective knowledge" is knowledge which is independent
of the observer including all his measuring instruments (cf. Ref. (4)).



mathematical formalism and certain (pointer) states of a measuring
instrument which, however, completely remains out of sight and whose
interaction with the object system is treated largely by fiat. Although it
usually is admitted that properties of the object system can be revealed only
by means of an interaction with some measuring instrument, the information
which is obtained in this way is generally not attributed to the measuring
instrument or even to the object in the measurement situation, but rather to
the object as such, much in the same way as is done in classical physics.
Although it is acknowledged that there are certain differences between
classical and quantum mechanical concepts of the state of a system, in
textbooks the unit vectors of Hilbert space are generally treated quite
analogous to the points of classical phase space, both being referred to as
"the state of the object system."

In recent discussions of the interpretation of the quantum mechanical
formalism it has been in the first place the dichotomy between
phenomenalistic and realistic interpretations which has caught the main
interest. From the start the occurrence in quantum mechanics of incom-
patible observables (corresponding to non-commuting operators) has been
surmised to be an obstacle to a realistic interpretation. Several attempts have
been made (von Neumann,'7' Kochen and Specker18') to prove the
impossibility of such an interpretation. And, although neither of these proofs
is sufficiently general (Bell,(9) Hockney"0') in order that all kinds of realistic
subquantum theories are excluded, it is clear that the possibility of such a
theory is severely hampered by the requirement that it should reproduce all
quantum mechanical expectation values. This conclusion is reinforced by the
well-known Bell inequalities,'1" which were derived for so-called local
hidden variables theories, and which are violated both by quantum
mechanics and by experiment (the latter being in good agreement with each
other).

It should be stressed here that in the above-mentioned discussions on
the possibility of a realistic interpretation of the quantum formalism, the
objectivism-nonobjectivism dichotomy plays only a very minor part. In
general, considerations are restricted to objective (local) theories"l>12) in
which the theoretical quantities can be attributed to the object system as
properties which are possessed objectively. It is always assumed that it is
possible to prepare the object system initially in a state that is independent of
the measurement arrangement. The question is whether a thorough account
of the role of the measurement arrangement would not appreciably change
our views as regards the possibility of realistic subquantum theories.
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2. THE ROLE OF THE MEASURING INSTRUMENT

It is remarkable that this question leads us back to the starting point of
one of the founders of quantum mechanics, viz. Bohr's nonobjectivism.
Bohr's complementarity principle does not admit the existence of a joint
probability distribution of incompatible observables. As is well-known, it
was the experimental limitation of microscopic measurement which was held
responsible, by Bohr and Heisenberg, for the existence of incompatible obser-
vables. It is the ineffaceable role of the measuring instrument which is the
crucial element in their interpretation of quantum mechanics. Both Bohr's
concept of the mutually excluding measurement arrangements of incom-
patible observables, and Heisenberg's disturbance theory of measurement'l4)

are well-known and need not be elaborated here. In their view the disturbing
character of the measurement interaction makes it impossible to obtain
precise simultaneous knowledge of the values of incompatible observables.
Heisenberg's uncertainty relations are interpreted as evidence of the
disturbing character of measurement in the domain of quantum mechanics.

Although the realism-phenomenalism dichotomy is not completely
absent from their considerations (—Bohr's claim as to the completeness of
quantum mechanics is often interpreted as a negation of the possibility of a
(more complete) realistic theory underlying quantum mechanics—), it is
really the objectivism-nonobjectivism dichotomy which for Bohr and
Heisenberg tends to define the demarcation between classical and quantum
mechanics. In the long-lasting discussion between Bohr and Einstein on the
completeness of quantum mechanics the debater's positions can be charac-
terized as nursing the ideal of a physical theory as a description of an
objective reality (Einstein) against the conviction (Bohr) that in microphysics
this ideal is unattainable, quantum mechanics (only) yielding a description of
observed reality. It is interesting to notice that the famous experiment
proposed by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen,<l5> which nowadays plays such
an important role in the context of the realism-phenomenalism dichotomy,
was devised originally with the intention of circumventing the interaction
between object and measuring instrument and, thus, yielding knowledge
which is obtained "without in any way disturbing the (object) system.'"15)

Bohr's answer to the challenge of EPR has an essentially nonobjectivistic
character. According to him(5) "the influence (of the measuring procedure)
on the very conditions which define the possible types of predictions
regarding the future behaviour of the system" cannot legitimately be
neglected, even if there is no direct interaction between the object and the
measuring instrument, as is the case in the EPR-experiment.

Bohr's solution to the EPR-paradox is sometimes conceived*16' as a
change from an interactional interpretation of quantum mechanics towards a
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relational one, no "mechanical disturbance" being necessary in order that the
measuring instrument can "have an influence on the very conditions...".'5'
Possibly because of this long-range, or even nonlocal, influence Bohr's
explanation of the paradox has not gained general acceptance. It even does
not seem improbable that, by pointing cut a situation which cannot be
understood on the basis of a direct interaction between object system and
measuring instrument, the EPR-example has been instrumental in diverting
the physics community from Bohr's non-objectivism towards the more objec-
tivistic attitude in which the wave function is held to yield a description of
an objective reality.

The question whether the quantum mechanical formalism admits an
objectivistic or a non-objectivistic interpretation is not easily answered. Thus,
by Ballentine'2' the Heisenberg uncertainty relations are given an objective
meaning. According to him, these relations have nothing to do with
restrictions on the possibility of the simultaneous measurement of incom-
patible observables (as was the opinion of Bohr and Heisenberg): due to the
alleged mutual exclusiveness of the measurement arrangements of incom-
patible observables, these relations cannot even be tested by such a
simultaneous measurement. On the contrary, in Ballentine's view, they reflect
objective properties of ensembles of identically prepared systems, and can be
tested by measuring the statistical spreadings of the measurement results,
each of the observables being measured separately.

It is the purpose of the present thesis to contribute to the resolution of
the question whether quantum mechanics admits an objectivistic inter-
pretation if we restrict our description to the phenomenalistic domain of the
quantum mechanical observables. Without in any way touching the realism-
phenomenalism dichotomy, this thesis investigates, on the purely
phenomenalistic level, whether it is possible to disregard completely the
influence of the measurement interaction on the outcomes of a quantum
mechanical measurement. To this end this measurement process is conceived
as an ordinary quantum mechanical process, to be described by a quantum
mechanical evolution equation. Of course, since the measurement interaction
between object system and measuring instrument generally gives rise to a
very complicated process, this cannot be described in all details. It will turn
out, however, that precise knowledge of the details of the measuring process
is not necessary. In order to obtain certain definite conclusions, it suffices to
impose only two general requirements, singling out the interaction process as
a measuring process, viz. i) the existence of states of the measuring
instrument which can be interpreted as pointer states, indicating the values of
the measured observable, and ii) the requirement that the final state of the
measuring instrument is contained in the space spanned by the pointer states.

In the first of the two articles following this introduction (to be

i
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indicated as articles I and II), the measuring process is studied in the way
indicated here. Such an analysis was performed in essence already by von
Neumann,'" who exhibited a certain objectivity of the measurement results
by demonstrating that the division line between object and observer can be
pushed arbitrarily far into the direction of the observer. Although this does
not prove that this division line can be drawn also between the object system
and the measuring instrument it is directly interacting with, our results
obtained for the single measurement of a quantum mechanical observable do
not refute von Neumann's conclusion of objectivity. No inconsistency arises
when the wave function is attributed to the object system as a property
which is independent of the measurement that is performed.

In no way the quantum mechanical description of the measurement of a
single observable touches the incompatibility structure of the algebra of
quantum mechanical observables. For this reason it might have been
expected that the study of the measurement of a single observable will not
reveal features that are typically quantum mechanical. The restriction to
single measurement might be the cause that up till now it has not been
possible to choose between Bohr's nonobjectivism and the objectivism based
on von Neumann's axiomatization. Indeed, it was the simultaneous
measurement of incompatible observables that played the crucial role in the
considerations which led Bohr and Heisenberg to the Copenhagen inter-
pretation. Ballentine's abovementioned claim as regards the meaning of the
Heisenberg uncertainty relations, possibly can be maintained only on the \

basis of a restriction of the theory to the measurement of single observables. '
Things might change if the simultaneous or joint measurement of incom-
patible observables is taken into account.

It is one of the dogma's of the Copenhagen interpretation that incom-
patible observables cannot be measured jointly because of mutually
excluding measurement arrangements. If this should be taken literally, then it
would be futile to study joint measurement processes of incompatible obser-
vables. It was realized, however, that joint measurements of incompatible
observables are not forbidden by the quantum mechanical formalism if this
formalism is slightly extended,<17lI8'19) and that such measurements actually
are performed in the laboratory.<20) For this reason it seems appropriate to
ignore the abovementioned Copenhagen dogma, and generalize the
measurement theory to the quantum mechanical description of the joint
measurement of two incompatible observables. This is also performed in
article I, and the result turns out to be rather rewarding. It follows in a quite j
general way that two incompatible observables cannot be measured jointly I ^
without a mutual disturbance of each of the measurements, "disturbance" \l i
being defined as a deviation from the probability distribution that is j"
attributed by quantum mechanics to the measurement of the single obser-

\
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vable. This result implies an essential nonobjectivism, since, evidently, the
measurement outcome now depends on the way the measurement is
performed: these outcomes have to change if the measurement is performed
jointly with an incompatible observable. It seems that, by ignoring
temporarily the Copenhagen dogma on the mutual exclusiveness of the
measurement of incompatible observables, we not only gained a deeper
insight into the significance of this same notion, mutual nondisturbance
being excluded if two incompatible observables are measured jointly; we also
seem to have obtained a justification of one of Bohr's basic intuitions on the
interpretation of the quantum formalism, viz. its nonobjectivity. Moreover,
since a change of a probability distribution has a well-defined experimental
significance, the interpretation can be subjected to an experimental test.

3. THE MEASUREMENT OF LOCAL OBSERVABLES

By applying the quantum mechanical theory of the joint measurement
of two observables to local observables, measured in bounded regions of
space, we arrive at the proper subject of this thesis. In the context of the
simultaneous measurement of two local observables, performed in disjoint
regions of space, the objectivity problem translates into the problem of
whether the two local measurements do interfere with each other, or not.
That is, the objectivity problem reduces to a locality problem in this case.
The experimental situation, considered here, coincides with the arrangement
Figuring in experiments of the EPR-type(I5) and giving rise to the Bell
inequalities (if described by means of a realistic theory). It is interesting to
note that, evidently, the locality problem, which is often associated with the
realistic "subquantum" level, also has an impact on the purely
phenomenalistic level of quantum mechanics. Thus, the central result of
article I can be formulated as follows: from a quantum mechanical
description of the joint measurement process of two local observables it
follows that the requirement of mutual nondisturbance entails the
commutativity of these observables (Sect. 3).

The notion of locality is not completely absent from quantum
mechanics. Since Haag and Kastler<21) introduced local observables in
quantum field theory, a vast literature has been developed, including also
considerations of the measurement process of such observables. A short
review of this literature, as far as relevant to the subject of this thesis, is
given in Sect. 4 of article I. In virtually all of this literature, however, locality
is more or less taken for granted, relativistic causality being invoked as a
warrant for the nondisturbance of local observables measured in causally
disjoint regions of space-time. On the basis of this presupposition such obser-
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vables are generally postulated to be mutually commutative (postulate of
local commutativity). No experimental deviation from such a compatible
behaviour has been observed up until now, thus, seemingly extending the
possibility of an objectivistic interpretation to experiments of this kind.

Yet, the observation of the abovementioned possibility far from settles
the problem of locality/objectivity in quantum mechanics. As is wellknown,
the reconciliation of quantum mechanics and relativity theory poses some
unsolved problems which render the use, in quantum mechanics, of
arguments that are borrowed from relativity theory, rather dubious. Thus, it
was demonstrated by Schlieder<22) that the solutions of all (relativistic)
quantum mechanical evolution equations exhibit instantaneous spreading of
the wave packet under quite reasonable and general conditions to be imposed
on the Hamiltonian of the system. This seems to imply that the influence of
an operation, performed locally in some bounded region of space, could be
responsible for a change of the physical state outside the forward light cone
of this region. This, however, would frustrate the abovementioned relativistic
justification of the postulate of local commutativity.

On the other hand, no superluminal influences are found experimentally,
and also the property of local commutativity does not seem to be subject to
any doubt. These observations mark the rationale of the two problems which
are studied in the present thesis: i) to provide for another justification of the
postulate of local commutativity, ii) to obtain some insight into the nature of
the locality and causality concepts to be introduced in the quantum
mechanical formalism, and into the relation between these concepts and their
observational implications. It will turn out that the quantum mechanical
theory of measurement, outlined above, is a valuable tool for analyzing these
problems.

4. MACROCAUSALITY AND LOCAL COMMUTATIVITY I

By inserting the measuring instrument between the microscopic object
system and the observer we obtain the possibility to distinguish between the
macroscopic level of the measurement results (pointer positions) and the
microscopic level of the object system itself. Experimental evidence only
referring to the first level, it has been suggested123' to require relativistic
causality only for this macroscopic level. If now, as in the theory of Haag j
and Kastler, the measurement of a local observable is interpreted as a local *.-
operation, this macroscopic causality or macrocausality will manifest itself j
in the measurement results through the mutual nondisturbance of two local j
observables which are measured jointly in causally disjoint regions of space- ;

_ time. From our general result obtained in article I an answer to the first
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question now directly follows: local commutativity is implied by
macrocausality. That is, local commutativity is necessary for macrocausality.

It should be stressed here that the quantum mechanical theory of
measurement by which this result is obtained, need not be a relativistic
theory. For this reason it seems that local commutativity is rather a quantum
mechanical property than a relativistic one. Consequently, this concept is in
no way impugned by the abovementioned problems of relativistic quantum
mechanics. Local commutativity can be considered as a consistent property
of any quantum mechanical theory, it being the reflection in the theory of a
property of the macroscopic measurement results.

In article II the converse question is studied, viz. whether local
commutativity is sufficient for macrocausality. Although no complete answer
to this question is obtained, it becomes clear that also here the interaction
with the measuring instrument should play a crucial role. After defining in
Sections 4 and 6 of article II, respectively, the notions of microlocal and
propagative microlocal operations, a precise characterization is given of the
microcausaWty of a quantum mechanical system by requiring that all
operations to be applied to the system (including measurement operations)
are propagative microlocal operations. Since macrocausality, defined more
precisely in Sect. 5 of article II, is implied by microcausality, any system that
is microcausal is also macrocausal. Hence, by ascertaining, in Sects. 6, 7 and
8, sufficient conditions in order that a locally commutative field theory
describes a system which is microcausal, we also secure macrocausality.

In order to be able to represent these notions in an unambiguous way in
the theory, in article II a theory of local operators is developed (Sects. 2 and
3). In this theory a nonorthogonal projection operator Pc on the Banach
space 3(^") of bounded operators on the Hubert space ,#" defines a local
operator pertaining to region C to be an operator of ,9${3P") which is in the
range of Pc. More specifically, microlocal operators are defined to be local
operators not spoiling the localization of a state if they are applied to a
localized state. Intuitively, this is a property which should be possessed by
any local quantum field theory, and is considered to be unprob'.ematical. On
the other hand, two other assumptions used in the abovementioned derivation
of microcausality, are less unproblematical, and, hence, constitute two
possible sources of violation of macrocausality. Leaving essentially
undiscussed the first of these, viz. the assumption of microcausal evolution of
the free field, in Sect. 9 the interaction Hamiltonian of quantum elec-
trodynamics is demonstrated to violate at least microcausality as defined
above.
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5. (NON)LOCAL1TY AND (NON)OBJECTIVITY

Summarizing, we can say that macrocausality follows from local
commutativity if several additional requirements are met. Since these
additional requirements are not fulfilled in general, we could even have local '
commutativity without macrocausality. Indeed, it is always possible to ',
conceive of a disturbed measurement procedure for the joint measurement of
two compatible observables.09 ' Hence, if actual measurements behave
macrocausally, this means that violations of locality/causality on the
microscopic scale of the quantum mechanical formalism do not have any
consequences on the macroscopic scale of the measurement results. For this
a tentative explanation might be provided by the smallness of these effects,
which would prevent them from being observed.'24' This, however, can only
be part of the explanation, since the Lamb shift, although small, yet big
enough to be detectable, is precisely due to the presence of those terms in the
interaction Hamiltonian of quantum electrodynamics causing this operator to ;

give rise to violation of microcausality. Hence the Lamb shift can be inter-
preted as an observational testimony of a violation of microlocality. It is
clear, however, that it is precisely this latter circumstance which makes it ,-j
impossible to consider any object as an isolated system which can be .i^j
described objectively. Evidently, the quantum mechanical formalism contains j
certain elements of microscopic nonlocality/noncausality which, in principle, \
even could give rise to a disturbance of a local measurement by another local I
measurement which is simultaneously performed far away. This seems to «
endorse Bohr's position as regards the EPR-paradox, since now his relational
interpretation seems to be reducible to the existence of a real, though <
nonlocal, interaction.

The nonlocality of quantum electrodynamics, revealed by comparing :
this theory with a quantum mechanical model-theory which is devised so as
to describe completely local/causal behaviour, is considered as the main |
result of article II, because of its possible consequences for the interpretation ' ;,
of quantum mechanics. Admittedly, most of these consequences have stili to i
be discovered. Thus, it remains to be proven that the violation of
microlocality does not lead to violations of macrocausality in the joint
measurement of two local observables, as seems to be required by ; _
experimental evidence. Also, it is not at all clear whether these nonlocal K :
influences are the only sources of the impossibility of an objectivistic inter- , •%.
pretation. It is to be expected that both local and nonlocal parts of the .'&•
interaction between the object and that measuring instrument which is in the i ff
same region as the object, will influence the former, and hence, will
constitute a bigger obstacle to the objectivity of the object system than is
formed by the presence of a distant measuring instrument. For this reason it
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also remains to be found out whether the nonobjectivity, which is necessary
to overcome the problems with realistic subquantum theories, has any
relation to the nonlocality which is discussed here. The solution of these
problems has to await future research. Much work has still to be done in
order to elevate Bohr's nonobjectivistic interpretation of quantum mechanics
from the status of a research program to a full-fledged theory. Hopefully, the
present thesis will contribute to the achievement of this goal.
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A theory of the joint measurement of quantum mechanical observables is ;
generalized in order to make it applicable to the measurement of the local obser-
vables of field theory. Subsequently, the property of local commutativity, which
is usually introduced as a postulate, is derived by means of the theory of :;.
measurement from a requirement of mutual nondisturbance, which, for local /••
observables performed at a spacelike distance from each other, is interpreted as . \
a requirement of macrocausality. Alternative attempts at establishing a j |
deductive relationship between relativistic causality and local commutativity are >
reviewed, but found wanting, either because of the assumption of an
unwarranted objectivity of the object system (algebraic approach) or because of «
the use of a projection postulate (operational approach). Finally, the quantum '
mechanical nonobjectivity is related to certain features of nonlocality which are
present in the formalism of quantum mechanics.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper the theory of the joint measurement of quantum mechanical
observables, as developed in Ref. 1, is generalized to the extent that it can be
applied to the measurements of the local cbservables of quantum field
theory.(2>3) In Ref. 1 the joint measurement of two observables, both having
a discrete, nondegenerate spectrum, is described by means of a rather
simplistic quantum mechanical theory of measurement. By considering a
measurement setup in which the object system interacts jointly with the two
measuring instruments of two quantum mechanical observables, it is possible

1 Department of Theoretical Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands.
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to derive, as a consequence of this theory, one of the basic tenets of quantum
mechanics, viz. that incompatible observables (corresponding to self-adjoint
operators which do not commute) cannot be measured jointly without
mutual disturbance of the measurement results. This can be expressed in a
condensed way by means of the implication

nondisturbance =>• commutativity (1)

In order to be able to give a derivation of (1) on the basis of a more
general theory of measurement than the one employed in Ref. 1 (which is
done in Section 3), we first discuss in Section 2 the problem of the single
measurement of one quantum mechanical observable. The theory is
generalized in two respects: (1) The observables are allowed to have a
degenerate (though still discrete) spectrum; (2) the initial states of the object
and the measuring instruments are no longer restricted to pure states. The
first generalization is necessary in order that the theory can be applied to the
local observables of quantum field theory. Also, by these generalizations the
too simplistic feature is removed from the theory that a pointer position of
the measuring apparatus should correspond to a one-dimensional subspace of
the apparatus Hubert space.

In the theory of local quantum fields'2'3' local observables represent
measurements which are performed in (bounded) regions of space-time, or
IR3. If two local measurements are performed in causally disjoint regions of
space-time, these measurements are expected to be mutually nondisturbing.
This expectation is based on the idea of Einstein causality (signals cannot
propagate faster than light), and is implemented into the theory by means of
the postulate of local commutativity, stating that the self-adjoint operators
representing measurements performed in causally disjoint regions should
commute.

In the recent past much work has been done in order to establish a
deductive relation between, on the one hand, the idea of Einstein causality,
or, rather, the relative independence of two measurements performed at a
spacelike distance from each other, and, on the other hand, the property of
local commutativity of quantum field theories.'2"5' In Section 4 we will
survey different approaches to this problem, and reach the conclusion that no
satisfactory solution can be obtained unless the measuring process is taken
into account. If this is done, however, then local commutativity follows as a
special case of the implication (1) from an application of the theory of
measurement to the joint measurement of two local observables in causally
disjoint regions of space-time.

In Section 5 it is argued that under certain presuppositions local
commutativity can be derived also from the ««g/e-measurement quantum
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postulates (for a detailed derivation, see the Appendix). This section is
especially devoted to a discussion of one of these presuppositions, viz. objec-
tivity, by which is meant the possibility to consider the object system as an
isolated system, the wave function being attributed to the system in an
objective way.

In an objectivistic interpretation of quantum mechanics the wave
function is held to have a meaning which is independent of the presence or
absence of the pieces of apparatus by which a measurement is performed. As
is well known, it was an essential constituent of the philosophy of Niels Bohr
that quantum mechanics does not have this objectivity property, and that the
object forms an indivisible whole with the measuring instrument. If this latter
view is taken seriously, the derivation of local commutativity along the lines
of the Appendix is no longer possible. Faithful results can be expected only if
the interaction of object and measuring instrument is duly taken into
account, as is done in our theory of (joint) measurement.

2. MEASUREMENT POSTULATES AND QUANTUM MECHANICAL
THEORY OF MEASUREMENT

2.1. Observables

Quantum mechanics is often introduced as an axiomatic system'2'3'6"7'
in which the axioms or postulates are assertions about the behavior of
microscopic systems and about the way this behavior can be described in the
terminology of some mathematical theory, e.g., Hubert space theory or C*-
algebra theory. Two kinds of axioms can be distinguished. First, we have
those axioms which give a description of the system as long as it is to be
considered as isolated, i.e., not interacting with any other dynamical system,
especially not with a measuring instrument. In the second place we have
axioms which specify the results of measurements, thus pertaining to a
situation in which the object is or has been interacting with a measuring
instrument. This second kind of axioms essentially defines the properties of
those mathematical entities which have to play the roles of the observables of
the microscopic system. In the mathematical theories mentioned above, these
observables are represented by self-adjoint operators on a Hubert space. The
axioms referring to this notion of observable are called the quantum
mechanical measurement postulates.

The correspondence of a quantum mechanical observable to a self-
adjoint operator can have a physical meaning only if there exists an
experimental measurement procedure of which the measurement results can
be interpreted in terms of the eigenvalues and the spectral decomposition of
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the self-adjoint operator. More specifically, an arbitrary experimental
procedure can be qualified as a genuine quantum mechanical measurement
procedure only if the measurement results which it produces can be
associated with a self-adjoint operator in a way that is prescribed by the
quantum mechanical measurement postulates.

We take the existence of certain quantum mechanical measurement
procedures as an empirical datum. Since it is possible that more than one
experimental procedure corresponds to the same observable, a quantum
mechanical observable (or self-adjoint operator) can be viewed as a label of
a class of equivalent quantum measurement procedures. On the other hand,
given an arbitrary self-adjoint operator, it is far from clear whether it is
always possible to devise an experimental procedure for the measurement of
the corresponding observable, i.e., whether there exists such an observable at
all. In the following it is shown that at least quantum mechanics itself, if
applied to the measurement process, does seem to allow the existence of an
observable corresponding to any self-adjoint operator having a discrete
spectrum. For this reason the usual practice of presupposing the
experimental feasibility of the measurement of an observable corresponding
to any self-adjoint operator does not seem to be unwarranted.

2.2. Measurement Transformations

In most treatments of quantum mechanics the measuring instrument
does not enter the theory in an explicit way. The influence of a measurement
act on the state of the object system is taken into account by means of a
special postulate, such as the von Neumann*6' or the Liiders(8) projection
postulate, specifying for ideal measurements the transition to the state which
describes the system immediately after completion of the measurement. A
more general approach, which extends to nonideal measurements, is the
description of the "measurement transformation" by means of an operation-
valued measure,(9>10) as introduced by Davies and Lewis. Knowledge of the
measurement transformation allows<I0) one to calculate the joint probability
distributions of the outcomes of successive measurements performed on one
and the same individual object system.

The specific kind of measurement transformation should be determined
completely by the specific way the measurement is performed. If the
measuring instrument is considered as an object to be described by quantum
mechanics, this poses a consistency problem: the measurement transfor-
mation of the object system should be derivable from the evolution of the
combined system of object and measuring instrument, the total system being
considered as isolated, von Neumann/1" in this respect, already showed the
consistency of the projection postulate for an observable having a discrete,
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nondegenerate spectrum. For the more general operational approach this
consistency was treated by Hellwig and Kraus<4ll2"14) who also use a
projection postulate (cf. Section 4).

The projection postulate, if interpreted as a principle of ensemble
preparation by selection,(5) does not seem to lead to paradoxes, and could be
maintained as a postulate asserting the influence of a measuring instrument
on the object system. Yet, if not based on a theory of measurement, the
projection postulate is not well founded and in fact is rather arbitrary. For
this reason we do not want to rely on it. Instead, it is our purpose to study
the internal consistency of the quantum mechanical axioms, if the measuring
process is considered as an ordinary quantum mechanical process, governed
by a unitary evolution operator. It should be constrained only by the
requirement that the measurement interaction induces a correlation between
the initial state of the object system and the final state of the measuring
instrument, such as to have the latter reproducing the results asserted by the
measurement postulates. If this can be done without inducing inconsistencies
in the theory of measurement, this can be conceived as a justification of the :>
measurement postulates.

It should be noted here that the measurement postulates of quantum :"i
mechanics refer to a very restricted class of measurements, viz. those ' ' j
measurement procedures which extract from the object system information i
regarding the state it had at a certain definite instant of time. In Section 2.3 ;
we discuss the quantum mechanical description of this kind of ;
measurements. This class of measurement procedures seems to be too :

restrictive both in an experimental and in a theoretical vein, however. As to ;
the first, most practically feasible measurements will yield results that can '
only be interpreted as time averages over certain time intervals. As to the i
second, this class does not seem to encompass measurements corresponding '
to local observables'2'3' pertaining to more general submanifolds of /
Minkowski space than the three-dimensional regions of the hypersurfaces j
t = const. H

The first problem can be dealt with either by measuring only constants
of the motion, or by making the time interval as small as possible, thus
minimizing the deviation of the experimental results from the theoretical ;
expectations. By doing so, we actually exclude from consideration those j
measurement procedures which draw information about the object system '•
from the state vector as it is evolving during some time interval. Such i
experiments, in which the interaction with the measuring instrument is not
allowed to influence the state of the object system, have been claimed to be i
feasible (so-called quantum nondemolition experiments"5'). Since this ]
quantum nondemolition concept is, however, not free from criticism,'161 it i
does not seem too restrictive if we ignore this kind of measurements for the !
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time being. For the same reasons we shall not deal with the more general
local observables, mentioned before, but restrict our attention to the
definition of local observables in which not Minkowski space but rather IR"
is chosen as the configuration space [cf. Ref. 3, p. 277].

The choice of IR3 as the configuration space of local observables is in
line with the noncovariant way in which both the measurement postulates
and the quantum mechanical theory of measurement are generally
formulated. Although it seems possible'5' to give a relativistically covariant
formulation of the measurement postulates, in the following we stick to the
noncovariant formulation, leaving the covariant treatment for future
research. This, essentially, amounts to a nonrelativistic treatment of the
measuring process, which, for the class of measurements which are feasible
to date, does not seem to be unjustified, even in those cases in which the free
object system should be treated relativistically.

2.3. Single Measurements

The consistency problem can be studied on different levels of
sophistication. The most simple one considers'" a maximal observable J#
corresponding to a self-adjoint operator A having (nondegenerate) eigen-
values am and eigenvectors am. A measurement of this observable is
performed by letting the object system interact with a measuring instrument,
by which interaction the instrument undergoes a transition from its initial
state x0 to one of its pointer states 8m which are in one-to-one correspon-
dence to the states am of the object. Thus,

Vm(am) being the final state of the object system (for ideal measurements

The consistency problem now amounts to the question of the existence
of a unitary operator S, inducing the transition (2),

Because of the orthogonality of the vectors am the existence of 5 is trivially
warranted if also the pointer states 6m constitute an orthonormal system and
provided the vm(am) are normalized.

There are several drawbacks attached to the measurement scheme (2),
of which the most important are (1) the restriction to maximal observables
and (2) the fact that no allowance is being made for the macroscopicity of
the measuring instrument. As a matter of fact, a one-to-one correspondence
of pointer positions to the eigenvalues of a microscopic observable is rather
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unrealistic. In general, a host of microscopically distinct pointer states will
be macroscopically indistinguishable and consequently should all indicate
the same value of the observable. It is also not very probable that a
macroscopic system can be prepared in a pure state. A treatment on this line
cannot be but provisional and should be augmented to the extent that it can
deal with mixtures.

We shall now generalize the description of the measurement process in
the way indicated above. Let the observable s/ be represented by the self-
adjoint operator A with spectral representation (for simplicity we stick to
discrete spectra)

A=^amPm (4)
m

Since J/ may be nonmaximal, the projection operators Pm may be
multidimensional,

Pm = V Pmix, Pmii one-dimensional projection operators (5)
u

If the initial state of the object system is represented by the density operator
p0, defined on the Hubert space ^ , and analogously pa and 3?tt for the
measuring instrument of observable s/, the quantum mechanical description
of the measurement process is now governed by a one-parameter group of
unitary operators S(t) on the direct product space ^ ®<%*a, according to

p(t) = S(t)pQ®PaS(t)\ 5(0) = / (6)

In the present theory the pointer positions of the measuring instrument
will be represented by multidimensional (possibly infinite-dimensional),
orthogonal subspaces oï JFa, with projection operators Em, in one-to-one
correspondence to the projection operators Pm. It is assumed that the
evolution operator S(t) is such that, if the initial state p0 of the object obeys
p0 = Pmp0Pm, (allowing the unequivocal attribution of the eigenvalue am),
then the probability that, after completion of the measurement, the measuring
instrument has the corresponding pointer position, equals 1. So, we are
interested in the probability of finding pointer position Em, disregarding the
object, i.e., the quantity

Wm(p0) = Tr [S(T)Po ®PaS{T)\l0 ® Em)} (7)

in which T is the final time of the measurement and Io is the identity
operator on^fJJ. The trace is performed in the direct product s p a c e d ®<%?a.
The time T is defined by the moment after which the pointer position is
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stationary. Such a moment T exists when, for t > T, the interaction between
object and measuring instrument can be considered to be effectively switched
off, and the projections Em are constants of the motion of the free measuring
instrument.

The quantity (7) is a positive linear functional of p0. Then, (7) may be
written as

m (8)

with

Rm = TxpaS{T)fEmS{T) (9)
a

a positive, bounded operator on <%%. The requirement that the quantum
measurement process should be faithful to the measurement postulates
imposes the equality

Rm = Pm (10)

Because of the meaning of Pm this also implies that Rm should satisfy

RmRm. = Smm,Rm (lla)

The equality (lib) would follow immediately from (9) if £m•£"„, = ƒ, that is,
if the pointer states of the measuring instrument would span the whole of
,j%„. This, however, is doubted to be the case. As a matter of fact, the
requirement (lib) expresses that a quantum mechanical measurement should
always be successful. It seems dubious, though, that one can speak of a
successful measurement if, as a result of an attempted measurement, the
measuring instrument has been shattered to pieces, thus being converted to a
state outside the space of pointer positions.

It seems reasonable to require from a measurement procedure which
should always be successful that the final state of the instrument, given by

(12)

should be contained in the space of pointer states, that is,

(13))

It is easily seen that also on this weaker condition (l ib) is fulfilled.
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In order to see whether the requirements (1 la) and (1 lb) can be met by
a quantum mechanical measuring process, we discuss a simple example of
such a process, for which (10) and (11) can be demonstrated to obtain. To
this end the scheme (2) is generalized according to

«m„ ®Xoj -» V W K J ® 9muj (14)

in which {amu}u and {XOJ}J are orthogonal bases of subspaces of ̂  and ^
with projections Pm and Eo, respectively, Eo corresponding to the subspace
of possible initial states of the measuring instrument. The &muj are supposed
to be orthogonal, {6maj \ 0m,u,j,) = Smm,dllll,öjjl, and to span the subspace of
<J^ with projection operator Em. As before, the VmilJ(amil) are normalized but
not necessarily orthogonal. Again, because of the orthonormality of the
initial and final sets of states of (14), there exists a unitary operator 5 with

Samu ® Xoj = ¥muJ(am>1) ® dmuj = Em vmuJ(amu) ® 9muJ (15)

From (15) we obtain

f SfEn (16)

from which (10), (l la), (lib), and (13) can be derived easily if S(T) is
equated to S.

Our example shows that also in the more realistic situation it is
possible, at least in principle, to give a quantum mechanical description of
the measuring process of an observable, which is consistent with the
quantum measurement postulates. Obviously, it is possible to view measuring
processes as ordinary quantum mechanical processes. There is no need to
single out measuring processes as a special class not to be described by
quantum mechanics but, for instance, by some version of the projection
postulate. As is well known, it is precisely this latter postulate that stands in
the way of a unitary evolution of the measuring process. In alleviating the
axiom system by dropping the projection postulate in this extreme form, we
remove all impediments to a quantum mechanical description of the
measuring process.

With the quantum mechanical process (6) is associated a change of the
state of the object system, according to

po^T(pB) = TTS(T)P(l®paS(T)f (17)
a

It should be stressed here that this change of state is of a more general
nature than is often assumed. Thus, it is not presupposed here that the value
of the measured observable is not disturbed in the measurement process.
Such a principle of nondisturbance of the measured observable, which is also j

1
I
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at the basis of the von Neumann and Liiders projections, was formulated
recently by Mercer(17) as a general measurement principle. Defining a
mapping

B^T*{B) = TvS{T)'<BS(T)pa (18)
a

of the space of bounded linear operators B on the object Hubert space c%%
into itself (T* is the adjoint of T with respect to the bilinear functional
Tr0 Bp0, that is, Ti0BT(p0) = Tr0 T*(B) • p0), it is easily seen that T* is a
so-called transition map,(ll) that is, a completely positive normal linear map
with T*(I0) = ƒ„. The requirement of nondisturbance of the measured obser-
vable as embodied by Mercer's measurement principle would, in our
formalism, amount to the requirement

T*(B) = B, B e % (weak measurement) (19)

^0 being the commutative algebra generated by the measured observable(s)
and the identity, or

T*(B) = B, BEW0 (strong measurement) (20)

WQ being the algebra of operators commuting with those of ^ .
If in (14) we take, for an ideal measurement,

Vm»j(<*mu) = <*mu (21)

then it is directly seen that, for this choice,

) = Pm, (22)

Hence, in this case the requirement (19) of a weak measurement is fulfilled,
even if the measurement is interpreted as a simultaneous measurement of all
Pmw (in which case &ó = (%» an£* hence also (20) obtains). If, in case of
degeneracy, the measurement is interpreted as a simultaneous measurement
only of all Pm, or, even more weakly, as a measurement of A only (cf. ref. 1,
Section 3.4), then the condition of weak measurement remains fulfilled;
however, that of strong measurement no longer is.

In our formulation of the measurement problem only the final state of
the measuring instrument is relevant, the final state of the object system
being immaterial. So we have no reason to assume (21). As a matter of fact,
most realistic experimental measuring procedures seem to be of a far less
ideal type than is embodied by (21). However, if we do not impose any other
requirement on the states >ffm^j(amu) than normalization, even the
requirement of weak measurement is not fulfilled in general by our
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measurement scheme. For this reason we consider measurement principles
like those of Mercer as too restrictive, and we shall allow no other
restrictions on the measuring processes than those given by (10), (lla),
(lib), and (13).

In measuring a local observable (cf. Sections 4 and 5) of a quantum
field, the possibility should be envisaged that the measuring instrument is
located in a region of space where no field quanta are present, and at time T
will be still in its initial state po. If such a null-event is to be interpreted as a
successful measurement, it is necessary that the initial state of the instrument
corresponds to a pointer position, say Eo, and pa = EopaEo. Because of the
one-to-one correspondence of the Em and Pm projection operators, by Eo a
subspace of ̂  is singled out (with projection operator />„), with the property
(cf. Appendix) that a null-event is obtained with certainty if the initial state
p0 of the object is contained in this subspace. For physical reasons it is clear
that, for a local observable, this subspace is multidimensional. So the
corresponding eigenvalue, a0 of A is degenerate, showing the necessity of the
consideration of nonmaximal observables if the theory is to be applicable to
local observables. Since a0 equals the vacuum expectation value of A, it is
conventional, though not necessary, to put it equal to zero.

3. QUANTUM MECHANICAL THEORY OF JOINT
MEASUREMENTS

3.1. Incompatibility of Observables

Although from the point of view of the unification of physical theory
the applicability of quantum mechanics to the quantum measuring process is
satisfying, it is, merely viewed as a general principle, not very interesting if
applied to the measurement of a single observable, since from the theory no
information can be derived which can be tested experimentally. It will be
shown in the following that the situation is different if, instead of single
measurements, simultaneous or joint measurements of two observables are
studied as quantum mechanical processes. Historically, the problem of the
joint measurement of two observables is at the root of quantum mechanics,
since it is connected with the existence of noncommuting operators in
quantum mechanics. Due to the influence of Bohr and Heisenberg it is now
widely accepted that observables corresponding to noncommuting operators
are incompatible and cannot be measured simultaneously or jointly.
Although Bohr and Heisenberg arrived at this conclusion starting from a
deep physical insight into the nature of the measurement process, yet there
does not exist unanimity on this interpretation of incompatibility. Thus, it
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has been asserted by Ballentine(18) that incompatibility of observables does
not have any connection with the problem of simultaneous measurement,
since the usual quantum formalism only regards single measurements. For
this reason the question of the possibility of simultaneous measurement
would still be open.

Since it is to be expected that, if at all, only a quantum mechanical
theory of measurement will be able to explain why incompatible observables
are not simultaneously measurable, we study in the following the joint
measurement of two (possibly incompatible) observables as a process to be
described by quantum mechanics. To this end we consider the unitary time
evolution of a system consisting of the object system and two measuring
instruments, one for each of the two observables, in order to discover where
the notion of a quantum measuring process breaks down if the observables
are incompatible, i.e., correspond to noncommuting self-adjoint operators.
The results obtained in this section can be interpreted as vindicating the
above-mentioned views of Bohr's and Heisenberg's, if compatibility of obser-
vables is taken to be equivalent to mutual nondisturbance of the jointly
performed measurements. Since these results are obtained from a quantum
mechanical theory of measurement, this seems to refute Ballentine's assertion
that the quantum formalism does not refer to the problem of simultaneous
measurement; the formalism does seem capable of imposing certain
constraints upon the joint measurement of observables.

Since the observables, measured jointly, may refer to different times, it
is possible to consider successive measurements, performed on one and the
same object system, as a special class of joint measurements. Since each
measuring instrument attributes a measurement result to the object system, it
is the joint probability distribution of these measurement results that should
be studied. In the case of successive measurements, the joint probabilities as
obtained by the operational approach<5'l0) should be consistent with the
unitary time evolution of the total system.

3.2. The Simplistic Theory

In Ref. 1 the problem of the joint measurement of two observables, s/ \
and 3, was tackled in the framework of a quantum mechanical theory of *
measurement which is a more or less direct generalization of (2). f
Representing observables sf and & by the operators A and B, respectively, '?'
with f

i

if

if n*n'
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the measurement scheme of the joint measurement was taken according to

V ® n n (24)

y/, #0, and £,Q being the initial state of the object, j/-meter and ^-meter,
respectively, and 8m and t}n corresponding to pointer positions am and bn of
the jf- and ,^-meter, respectively. The object state function vmn(i/t) accounts
for the influence the measurement may have exerted on the state of the object
system, and is to be compared with Vm{am) in (2). The feasibility of (24) as
a unitary transition from *F( to Vf is easily demonstrated, since the con-
ditions

VmniV) = S <««„ I V) Vmn{<*m0) (25)

which are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a unitary operator S,
can be fulfilled, even in A and B do not commute. From (25) it is clear,
however, that in this latter case it is impossible to have something like an /.•
ideal measurement for both A and B [cf. (21)]. '

The requirement that (24) describes a joint measurement of observables i
s/ and 3 is met by equating the probabilities of the pointer positions with :

the corresponding probabilities of measurement results am and b„. Thus, the \
joint probability distribution of am and b„ is given by ;

WmM = \\¥mn{w)f (27) :

and the single probability distributions can be derived from (27) as its ;
marginal distributions. It was shown in Ref. 1 that, if the single probability
distributions obtained in this way are required to reproduce the quantum
mechanical probabilities postulated for single measurements, i.e.,

(28)

I ^ » = K&,lv>l2
m

this implies the equality

^ m » = K«m|v)M^JOI2

= K/?nk>M<«J/U2

From (29) it easily follows that A and B should commute.
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Two conclusions can be drawn from the above-mentioned results. First,
it follows that incompatible observables cannot be measured jointly in such a
way that not at least the probability distribution of one of the measuring
instruments deviates from (28), which deviation can be interpreted as a
disturbance originating from the presence of the other measuring instrument.
In the second place, in order to reach this conclusion, apart from the
nondisturbance requirement (28) no other presuppositions have been made
than the unitary time evolution of the total system and the applicability of
the measurement postulates to the measuring instruments. In particular, no
projection postulate was used. Clearly the assumption of the applicability of
quantum mechanics to the combined system of object system and measuring
instruments suffices for a derivation of the implication (1).

On the other hand, this latter assumption seems also to be necessary,
since it restricts the class of possible functionals which can play the role of a
joint probability distribution of two observables to the positive, normalized
sesquilinear functionals of y/, given by (27), for which (29) follows from
(28). It is, in fact, easy to propose nonsesquilinear functionals,"' different
from (27), as joint probability distributions, which do obey (28) without
satisfying (29). This demonstrates that the nondisturbance requirement (28)
alone is not sufficient for commutativity. An appeal to the quantum
mechanical measurement theory is both necessary and sufficient for a
derivation of commutativity from nondisturbance.

As in the case of single measurements, the simplistic scheme (24)
should be generalized by dropping the restrictions to pure states and
maximal observables. This will be done in the next section. It will be
demonstrated that, also on assuming this generalized theory of measurement,
the requirement of nondisturbance implies compatibility of the observables.

i

3.3. The Generalized Theory of Joint Measurement

In this section the joint measurement is considered of two nonmaximal
observables J / and 3. Analogously to (4) and (5) the spectral represen-
tation of the self-adjoint operator B corresponding to 38 is given by

tt (30)

Q„ — 3] Qnv' Qnv one-dimensional projection operators (31)

Since the object system is interacting with two measuring instruments, the
measurement process (6) is generalized to the unitary time-evolution

(32)
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on the direct product space <^%®^a®^b, pb and ^ being defined
analogously to pa and JPa, respectively. The pointer positions of the ^-meter
will be represented by (multidimensional) projection operators Fn aaJfb, in
one-to-one correspondence to the multidimensional projections Qn. Then, the
joint probability distribution of am and b„ may be defined, analogously to
(7), according to

Wmn{p,)= QTrt [S(T)po®pa®pbS(T)\lo®Ea®Fn)} (33)

in which T represents the instant of time when both measurements have been
completed. The projections Em and Fn are constants of the motion of the free
j / - and ^-measuring instruments, respectively, if no direct interaction
between the J / - and ^-meter is assumed. This assumption may be taken to
hold at least in our application of the theory to the joint measurement of
local observables, performed in causally disjoint regions of space-time (note
that the periods during which the two instruments are interacting with the
object system need not coincide). We would like to stress here that, since Em

and Fn act on different Hubert spaces, they commute for all m and «.
Therefore no difficulties of interpretation arise, even if the measured obser-
vables sf and 3? are incompatible.

We arrived at the definition (33) of a joint probability distribution by
merely requiring the measuring process to be a quantum mechanical process,
without specifying its precise nature. Yet, this is sufficient to determine two
important properties of the jpd:

1. Linearity

The jpdWmn(p0) is a linear functional of its argument p0, i.e.,

Wmn{X,p, + X2p2) = A, Wmn{px) + *2 Wmn(p2) (34)

2. Positivity

(35)

Note that the functional is not bound to be nonnegative if its argument is not <
a density operator. This will play an important role in the derivation of f'
Section 3.4.

In order that (33) be a genuine jpd it should obey a third requirement: jj
|

3. Normalization >4

S .̂W=1 (36)
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This condition was discussed for single measurements as representing a
criterion of universal successfulness. For joint measurements it is,
analogously to (12) and (13), sufficient to require that the final density
operator of the measuring instruments,

pab(T) = TrS(T)po®pa®pbS(T)f (37)

obeys the relation

PatlT) = ( l EmFn)pab{T) ( V Em,F„) (38)

This is trivially fulfilled by the measurement transformation (24), and may
be shown to hold also if this transformation is generalized analogously to
(14).

Although the normalization condition imposes certain restrictions on
those quantum mechanical procedures that can be used as measurement
procedures, it seems that it is always possible to find procedures by which
this condition is satisfied. This will turn out not to be the case with respect to
the following condition:

4. Nondisturbance

The condition of mutual nondisturbance of the s/- and 3-
measurements [cf. (1)] amounts to the requirement that the measurement \
results of one measuring instrument are independent of the presence of the
other one. Analogously to (28) this implies

(39a)

In (39b) I
m "

It will be shown in the next section that the four requirements enumerated
here are sufficient to derive commutativity of operators A and B. ;

3.4. Derivation of Commutativity j

In order to derive commutativity of the operators A and B it will be J
convenient to extend the domain of definition of the functionals (7) and (33) f
to the Hubert space ^ ( ^ ) of Hilbert-Schmidt operators"9' A obeying ;
TrAfA < oo, the set of density operators p0 being a submanifold of this
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space. If {<pk\ is an orthonormal basis for JCa, the Hilbert space ^ ( ^ ) is
spanned by the set of partial isometries

pkt=\<pky(<Pi\ (40)

and

'T)

Since SfV is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if S and V are, it is obvious that
the quantities Wm(S*V) and Wmn(S^V) constitute sesquilinear functionals on
^ ( J ^ ) , which moreover are positive ones. A property of positive
sesquilinear functionals is the Cauchy inequality,<20) which for Wmn(S*V) is
given by

I Wmn{S*V)l2 < fVmK(SfS) fVmn(V*V) (42)

We now prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. For the joint probability distribution Wmn{pQ) the
nondisturbance relations (39a) and (39b) are equivalent to the relations

(43)

Proof.

(i) (39a), (39b)-» (43). This is proven as follows. Let in (5) the one-
dimensional projection operators Pmu correspond to the eigenvectors amu of
A. Since Pmfl is possible as a density operator, we have from (39a):

^W (P, } = Tr.P, P = <5, (44)
_ ' r mnv1 kut — A' * ku' m — "km v " 7

Because of the positivity property (35) this implies

"mnVkii) — u> K^=m (**•>&}

From (39b) and (31) we get the analogous relation

Wmn(Qlv) = 0, l^n (45b)

Ö;„ corresponding to the eigenvector plv of B.
The partial isometries 5 = |<v„»X«*J and V=\ak,,u,,){aklllL,\ clearly

obey the equalities
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With this choice of S and V the Cauchy inequality (42) implies

I Wmn<\aktl){ak,Jf < Wmn{Pkll) Wmn(Pk,u.)

Then, from (45a) and (45b) we see that

^«,(|a*M><o*'..|) = 0. k*m or k'*m (46a)

Analogously,

WmMi.yfiw\) = 0 ' l*nm l'*n (46b)

Now (43) follows in a straightforward manner from an expansion of p0

according to

Po = E <a* |̂Po !«*>-> l«**.X«ft'«'l
k/ik'u.'

and the linearity of the functional:

= Wm{Pmp*Pm)

and analogously for B.

(ii) (43) -» (39a), (39b). Writing the functional (33) as

p 0 m n (47)

it follows from (35) and (36) that

^-« = ^ L > 0 , V F m n = /0 (48)
MR

Also, (43) gives

Fmn = /»mFfflBPm = QnFmn Qn (49)

Then, from (48) and (49) we get

V p -j = V F = V p f p

i
-i

mn mn
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which, because of the orthogonality in £f(c&%) of operators Pmil with different
values of m, leads to

^ (50a)
n n

and analogously

Q* = Y.Fmn (50b)
m

This, however, immediately entails the nondisturbance relations (39a) and
(39b). I

The significance of the relations (43) can be seen more clearly when we
write (43) according to

• W
..

Evidently the joint measurement process being nondisturbing is tantamount
to the equivalence of the joint measurement procedure with two other
procedures, in which the joint measurement is preceded by a single
measurement of one of the observables, which single measurement is accom-
panied by the Liiders projection for selective measurements (cf. Section 4).

To conclude this section we prove the implication (1).

Theorem 3.2. If the measurement procedure (32) for the joint
measurement of observables J/ and SS satisfies the nondisturbance relations
(39a) and (39b), then the corresponding operators A and B commute.

Proof. It is sufficient, because of theorem 3.1, to start from (43). Then
also (49) and (50a) obtain, from which we get

P = ^ F = V o F O
n n

From this it follows by multiplication with Q„o that

n

Hence,

'm >t«o = z ' t « o n>
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for all m and n0. Hence

[A,B]=0

4. LOCAL OBSERVABLES AND LOCAL COMMUTATIVITY

In Ref. 2 local observables are defined by fixing a correspondence
between a region of Minkowski space and a C*-algebra of observables
associated with this region. An element of such a local C*-algebra is inter-
preted as representing a physical measurement operation performed in the
associated region. Such a measurement operation was already elaborated by
Bohr and Rosenfeld(21) in their famous article "On the question of the
measurability of electromagnetic field quantities." They showed the
feasibility of the description of the measurement of electric or magnetic
fields, averaged over the Minkowski space region occupied by some suitably
constructed measuring instrument. This instrument, admittedly, is a highly
idealized contraption which, in harmony with well-known Bohrian
philosophy, is described classically. It is shown that the uncertainty products
obtained from this measurement theory agree with those following from the
free-field commutation relations of the field operators. In particular, the
uncertainty products are derived to vanish if the measurements involved are
performed in two regions having a spacelike distance. This is interpreted as a
consequence of the mutual causal independence of the measurement
operations, by which is meant the independence of the quantum mechanical
measurement results (expectation values!) of each of the two measurements
from the fact that the other measurement is being performed. In the
treatment of Ref. 21 this is brought about by the circumstance that the
solutions of the classical wave equations, used in the description of the
measurement process, obey the relativistic causality principle (Einstein
causality).

It is felt that this causal independence of measurements performed at a
spacelike distance (or macrocausality2) is a general feature of local
measurement operations, independent of the specific fields to be measured.
For this reason it should be a general property of local observables. This is
generally implemented by means of the postulate of local commutativity
(sometimes also termed2 microcausality'23')» stating that local observables
which are pertinent to regions which are at a spacelike distance from each

!
i

j 2 In a separate article (kef. 22) the notions of macro- and microcausality will be defined more
sharply. Local commutativity will be associated there with macrocausality instead of
microcausality.
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other commute. [If locality is defined with respect to IR3 as configuration
space (cf. Sect. 2.2), local commutativity is defined differently, viz. two local
observables commute if they pertain to disjoint regions of R3.] The postulate
of local commutativity refers to the object system only. It is often realized,
however (e.g., Ref. 5), that it should be possible to justify this postulate by
an appeal to macrocausality.

In the literature two main approaches can be distinguished regarding the
problem of the relation between causal independence and local
commutativity. One approach, which will be referred to as the algebraic
approach, is concerned with the properties of the C*-algebras of local obser-
vables, and the states which can be defined as functionals on the local
algebras. Since in this approach only the object system is taken into account,
the influence of the measuring instrument being left out of consideration, the
notion of causal independence is conceived here as a property of the local
algebras and the states of the object system. The other approach, which we
shall term the operational approach, tackles the problem on the more
physical basis of state changes, induced by the measurements. This makes it
possible to relate causal independence to the properties of the measurement
interaction. We present a short discussion of both approaches.

4.1. The Algebraic Approach

In the algebraic approach the effort is mainly directed toward a
derivation of the relative independence (e.g., local, causal, or, sometimes,
statistical independence) of the algebras 0tl and 012 pertaining to causally
disjoint space-time regions (i.e., with a spacelike distance). This indepen-
dence is defined as a property of the states which are defined on these
algebras, viz. the property that any pair of such states should have a
common extension onto the local algebra pertinent to the union of the two
regions.'24'2" It is possible to show(24'26'27) that, using this definition, two
locally commutative algebras are causally independent if and only if a
condition, known as the Schlieder condition,(27) is fulfilled, stating that the
product Ax- A2, AlEdl, A2EOl2 should not vanish whenever A, and A2

are nonzero.
In the algebraic approach it is the intention to give a characterization of

local measurements, or local observables, in terms of the properties of local
algebras. So, whether the above-mentioned relation between local
commutativity, causal independence of local algebras, and the Schlieder
condition has any relevance for the problem of quantum measurement
largely depends on the question whether these notions themselves are
appropriate as requirements to be obeyed by algebras of local observables. In
the following paragraphs both the Schlieder condition and the property of
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causal independence of local algebras will be seen to be wanting in this
respect.

Local observables, if interpreted, as is done in Ref. 2, as describing
operations localized in some space-time region, should not influence the
results of measurements which are jointly performed at spacelike distances.
For this reason they should be equivalent to the identity operator there.
Interpreting the product Ax • A2 as a (possibly time-ordered) product of local
operations means that A, • A 2 cannot vanish if A, and A 2 are pertinent to
causally disjoint regions. So, in this interpretation, a condition like
Schlieder's seems to be appropriate as a property of local observables,
whether or not local commutativity is presupposed from the outset. It is
clear, however, that this reasoning is too superficial, since it is in conflict
with the idea of a local algebra, the sum of two operators not being
equivalent to the identity operator, if the operators themselves have this
property. Hence, not all observables of a local algebra can be interpreted as
local operations.

The physical interpretation of local observables seems to play a crucial
role in answering the question of the validity of the Schlieder condition.
Whereas Schlieder succeeded in demonstrating the validity of his condition
for field theories of the Wightman type,'26) the existence of local algebras not
obeying the Schlieder condition was indirectly demonstrated by means of the
construction of counterexamples, (27~29) showing that causal independence of
local algebras neither implies nor is implied by local commutativity. In
Ref. 22 this problem will be considered in more detail. It will be shown there
(Theorem 4.9) that local observables satisfy a condition which is weaker
than Schlieder's, if they are related to local operations by means of the
microlocality property defined in Eq. (74) of Ref. 22.

Since it has been doubted that the Schlieder condition is appropriate for
establishing the relation between local commutativity (sometimes taken to be
synonymous to microcausality) and causal independence (viewed as the
theoretical representative of macrocausality), several attempts have been
made at establishing such a relationship by introducing additional postulates
to be obeyed by the algebras and the states (for instance, strict locality'301).
For a review of these attempts the reader is referred to Refs. 25 and 29. We
shall not pursue the discussion of these attempts here because there is
doubt'25l3I> whether the notion of causal independence of local algebras, as
defined above, is relevant as a reflection of a property of local observables
representing local measurements. It was pointed out that the notion of causal
independence, as conceived in the algebraic approach, essentially applies to
closed systems only. As remarked by Havas,(23) however, a clear distinction
between open and closed systems is essential if confusion is to be avoided in
discussing the problem of causality in physics. A discussion of causality
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properties of quantum mechanical measurements should imply an account of
the influence of the measuring instrument on the object system, and vice
versa. The algebraic approach fits into an objectivistic interpretation of
quantum mechanics, a critical discussion of which is postponed till Section 5.
Here, it is sufficient to note that in an objectivistic interpretation the
interaction of object and measuring instrument is disregarded completely,
and the object system is treated as an isolated, or closed, system.
Notwithstanding some indulgent verbiage with respect to measurement,
conceived as an operation performed by a measuring instrument on the
object system, in the objectivistic interpretation an observable is treated as a
property of the isolated object system. In an Appendix we show how, on this
interpretation, local commutativity can be derived. This derivation is
criticized in Section 5.

Since it does not seem possible to tackle the problem of local
commutativity in an appropriate way on the basis of the algebraic approach,
we shall, in the following, try to take into account the influence of the
measuring instrument in a more explicit way. This can be done in two ways.
First, in the operational approach, the object system is treated as an open
system. The influence of the measurement interaction on the system is fixed _.s
by stipulations such as some form of the projection postulate, or other
mechanisms to be surveyed in the next section. Second, the object system
and measuring instruments together can be viewed as a closed system, to be
described causally. This latter viewpoint is adopted in the present work, and
is expanded in Ref. 22.

4.2. The Operational Approach

Schlieder<32) has pointed out that the von Neumann projection postulate
for the measurement of observable .V given by (4) and (5), viz.

P-» X (TrpPmu)Pm„ (51)

is not applicable to the measurement of nonmaximal observables, if it is
required that the expectation value of A in the final state of (51) equals the
expectation value of A in the initial state p (as is often required for ideal
measurements). In this case, an analogous requirement for another
nonmaximal operator B, commuting with A, is shown to lead to incon-
sistencies. Since local observables are nonmaximal, it was concluded by
Schlieder that (51) is inappropriate for a description of their measurement

i
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transformations. The transformation (51) was replaced by him by the Liiders
prescription for nonselective measurements:

p^pmPpm (52)
m

This does not show the above-mentioned inconsistencies. For selective
measurements (52) is to be replaced by

It was already shown by Kraus<3°' that, unless [A,B\ = 0, on this scheme
the final state (53) of the jrf measurement would be disturbed by a subse-
quent 3 measurement, in such a way that the system would lose the
property of "having am as the value of J / . " If J / and 3 are local obser-
vables pertinent to causally disjoint regions of space-time (with tB > tA), this
is thought to contradict causality.i32) By this conception of causality, Kraus
is committed to the implication of local commutativity. Hellwig and •
Kraus(33) have demonstrated the possibility of formulating the Liiders
projection formalism for local observables in a relativistically covariant way, "i
thus reconciling it with relativistic causality (see, however, Aharcnov and '
Albert'34' for a disproof in case of nonlocal observables).

With Kraus's"0' derivation of local commutativity from the Lüders j
projection postulate, however, the issue of its connection with causality ,
seems to be far from settled. Because of the obscureness of the physical . '
meaning of the projection postulate, results that rely on it have to be
considered with some suspicion. As a matter of fact, the question of to what
extent the measurement results of two local measurements are mutually
influenced by the other measurement's taking place seems to be more
relevant to the causality problem than the appeal which is made by the
projection postulate to the realistic notion of the object system "having the <
value of an observable as a property."'" Also, causality has to apply both to
ideal and nonideal measurements. So, a derivation of local commutativity
from the causality properties of measurement should not rely on a property
which is specific to ideal measurements. For this reason the problem is
formulated by Srinivas'5' in terms of "observation procedures" accompanied
by "measurement transformations'"9' which are generalizations of (52) and ;
(53) to the set of linear positive norm-nonincreasing operators on the set of > ,
all self-adjoint trace class operators. i

With respect to the properties of these measurement transformations ;|
mainly their noncommutativity under change of temporal ordering is of f
interest to us now, especially the requirement [Eq. (1.6) of Ref. 5] that
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measurement transformations performed at equal times should be
commutative. For local observation procedures performed in causally
disjoint space-time regions this requirement is generalized by Srinivas to a
postulate of local commutativity. This postulate completes a set of postulates
from which a "principle of local causes" is derived, stating that the
probability distribution of a local observation procedure is independent of
the circumstance whether or not another local observation procedure is
performed in a causally disjoint region. In the case of a joint measurement,
the single probability distributions can be obtained from the joint probability
distributions by calculating the marginal distributions of the latter one. So,
Srinivas's principle of local causes coincides with our nondisturbance
requirements (39a) and (39b), if applied to local observables. Our result as
obtained in Section 3.4 then also justifies Srinivas's claim that local
commutativity follows from the local causality principle as a consistency
condition. It should be stressed, however, that in deriving local
commutativity we used additional information on the properties of joint
probability distributions, viz. that they should be compatible with a
conception of the measuring process as a process that can be described
completely by quantum mechanics. Evidently this assumption sufficiently
restricts the class of measurement transformations of the state of the object
system, considered in the operational approach, in order to allow a
derivation of (43). Without this additional information it would not be clear
how this restriction of the class of measurement transformations could be
obtained.

The relation between measurement transformations and a quantum
mechanical description of the measuring process was studied by Hellwig and
Kraus(12>l3> and Kraus.<4%'4) They, also, consider the unitary evolution (6) of
the combined system of object and measuring instrument. The measurement
transformation is then obtained by them from an application of the
projection postulate (53) to the combined system of object and measuring
instrument, viz.

^^f1®^ (54)

Em and Io being defined as in Sect. 2.3, from which the final state of the
object system follows by partial tracing over the instrument variables. From
the assumption that the propagator S(t) operates on the object state locally
in space-time region C, i.e., S(t)E.Otc®3}(Jfa) (01 c and 3?(Jfa) denoting,
respectively, the algebra of local operators pertaining to C and the algebra of
all bounded operators on ef£), it was shown that local commutativity implies

(55)
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for a space-time region D which is causally disjoint from C. The equality
(55) clearly expresses some kind of nondisturbance.

It is not clear whether it is possible, on this scheme, to derive local
commutativity from nondisturbance. Although certain features of the
quantum measuring process are incorporated in the measurement operations,
it is doubtful whether this scheme can given a complete account of a joint
measurement of incompatible observables. The operational approaches all
have the drawback that only successive operations can be considered, in
which there is a temporal or causal'5' sequence of single observation
procedures. If equal-time operations do not correspond to compatible obser-
vables, it is quite unclear how such operations could be defined with the help
of (54). And unless we prefer to reduce the problem of local commutativity
to triviality by an a priori allegation of the impossibility of a joint
measurement of incompatible observables, we have to prove its nonexistence
from first principles. The theory of joint measurement as exposed in
Section 3 offers a scheme which makes this possible, because in this theory
the mutual interaction of the measuring instruments can be studied directly.
This replaces the relative arbitrariness which is involved in the use of a
projection postulate. Since the problem of local commutativity is placed now
essentially in the interaction of object system and measuring instruments, it
can be studied on the basis of the properties of the interaction Hamiltonian.
This will be taken up in Ref. 22.

5. OBJECTIVITY OF QUANTUM MECHANICS, AND LOCAL
COMMUTATIVITY

5.1. The Objectivistic Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics

We shall call an interpretation of quantum mechanics objectivistic if the
wave function or the density operator is thought to contain objective infor-
mation about the object system, that is, information which can be attributed
to the object at an instant preceding the measurement interaction, the infor-
mation being extracted from the object in an undisturbed way. In considering
single measurements, objectivistic interpretations have no need for a detailed
theory of measurement because the quantum mechanical measurement
po&tulates are sufficiently determinative with respect to the stipulation of
prospective measurement outcomes in terms of the initial state of the object
system. Only in case of consecutive or joint measurement of more than one
observable is the necessity to have additional prescriptions describing the
change of the state of the object system induced by the first measurement,
felt since this measurement also functions as a state preparation procedure
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for the second measurement (cf. Section 4). With respect to the second
measurement, however, the objectivistic interpretation seems to be main-
tained: the state, as prepared by the first measurement, is attributed to the
object system as if it were completely isolated.

The objectivistic view that a quantum mechanical measurement can be
dealt with completely on the level of the object system is implemented by the
dominating role played by the concept of "observable" in the measurement
postulates. Since, as was shown in Section 2.3, a quantum mechanical
treatment of the single measurement process does not pose any serious
restriction on this concept, it seems that in this case the objectivistic
conception does not lead us into difficulties. An objectivistic approach of
joint measurement, however, does not seem possible, as is shown in
Section 3. For this reason we do not think that joint measurements can be
coped with appropriately on the basis of the "observable" concept. It was
argued in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of Ref. 1 that in this connection the idea of a
compound observable describing joint measurements should be held to be
defective. Since it is essentially this same notion of a compound observable
that was used by Benioff and Ekstein(35> in order to derive local
commutativity, we do not consider their derivation as conclusive.

On the other hand, it is possible to derive local commutativity on the
basis of the "observable" concept of single measurements, if two rather
plausible conditions are satisfied (cf. Appendix). First, if sf is a local obser-
vable representing a local measurement in some region C of IR3, it seems
reasonable to require that the measuring instrument remain in its initial state
if, at the initial time of the measurement, the object system is localized in the
complement C of C. Since the quantum mechanical measurement postulates
assume that a measurement is always successful (each measurement act
yielding an eigenvalue of the observable), this implies that one of the possible
final states of the measuring instrument should coincide with its initial state,
and that an eigenvalue of A, say ama, can be attributed to this pointer
position. Clearly, amo is equal to the vacuum expectation value of A, as well
as to the expectation value of A in any state of the object which is localized
outside C.

The second condition underlying this proof of local commutativity
amounts to the assumption that the states which are localized outside C
(including the vacuum) span a subspace of Hubert space (with projection
operator P), which is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the states which
are localized inside C (projection operator ƒ"). These two conditions
immediately entail relation (Al) of the Appendix. If a second local obser- i r f
vable 3 is considered, corresponding to a measurement in region D, not j, \;
intersecting C, an analogous reasoning leads to a projection operator Q,
obeying (A5). The relations (Al) and (A5) are sufficient to derive

I
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commutativity of the operators A and B representing the local observables
s/ and 3, respectively (Theorem A2). Note that it is not necessary that J/
and JOS be measured jointly in order to arrive in this manner at the
conclusion of local commutativity. Since in the objectivistic interpretation
the possible interference of the two measurements is treated as a property of
the object system alone, the requirement of nondisturbance can have its
consequences (viz. derivability of local commutativity) also on the level of
single measurements.

5.2. Microcausality and Objectivity

This objectivistic property of nondisturbance is a direct consequence of
a more general property that might tentatively be attributed to the object
system, viz. microcausality (not to be equated with local commutativity). A
quantum mechanical object is thought to behave microcausally if the
solutions of the wave equation obey Einstein causality. Thus, roughly,
microcausality covers the idea that it is possible to change the state of the
object system in such a way, locally, that the effect of this change is only felt
in the forward light cone of the region in which the change took place. The
derivation of local commutativity in the Appendix can be viewed as a
derivation based on microcausality, the latter property being represented by
(Al) and (A5) (for a more precise treatment of microcausality, see Ref. 22).

Microcausality (or strong causality'36') is widely acknowledged as a
very problematic issue, which probably cannot be reconciled with quantum
mechanics. d'Espagnat(37> is not very far from concluding that such a notion
of microcausality should be abandoned, and replaced by a conception of
nonseparability of the quantum world, stating the impossibility for a micro-
object to be viewed as isolated from other microsystems. Some aspects of the
essential nonlocality which is implied by this idea of nonseparability are
studied in Ref. 22. The results obtained there can be taken as supporting
d'Espagnat's view (Ref. 37, p. 283) that "nonseparability governs anything
that we may call (primitive) 'Reality'."

As a matter of fact, in order that separability, as defined on p. 81 of
Ref. 37, be a principle that is realized in physical reality, it seems necessary
that physical interactions between different microsystems should have
appropriate locality properties. Such properties are formulated in Ref. 22,
and it is shown that at least quantum electrodynamics does not have them.
In consequence of the existence of vacuum fluctuations and self-energy
contributions, quantum electrodynamics turns out to be an essentially
nonlocal theory. So, systems having electromagnetic interactions can only be
considered as separated inasfar as these nonlocal phenomena can be

I neglected.
1
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5.3. The Role of Measurement

The notion of objectivity, as defined by us in Section 5.1, has to do with
the possibility of separability between the microsystem and the measuring
instrument. If such a separation were not possible, the microsystem cannot i
be conceived independently of the measuring instrument, and, consequently,
objectivity would break down: changing the measuring instrument might
change the state of the object system.

However, the interactions between the measuring instrument and the
microsystem are not different from the interactions between microobjects. So,
on the microscopic scale the object system does not seem to be separable
from the measuring instrument, thus frustrating an objectivistic interpretation
of quantum mechanics. In a microscopic (i.e., quantum mechanical)
description of the interaction of object system and measuring instrument the
object forms an indivisible whole with the measuring instrument. Since this
implies that the assumption that the initial states of the object in the
measurements of the local observables J# and .51 are identical in both
measurement contexts is unwarranted the derivation of local commutativity
as given in the Appendix cannot be accepted.

The conclusion which is reached here even obtains though the s/ and i
J& measurements, taking place in causally disjoint regions of space-time, do I
not influence each other in an observational way, if they are performed T
simultaneously on the same object system. It should be realized that what is ,
actually observed are the pointer positions of the measuring instruments and
not the eigenvalues of the observables (although there is thought to be a one- "*
to-one correspondence between these). Thus, the experimentally observed
probabilities are to be compared in the first place with the theoretical quan-
tities (7) and (33), which refer to observables of the measuring instruments.
These quantities, taken together for all measurements that are practically
feasible, need not determine the density operator p0 of the object system in
an unequivocal way. This is not only so because a complete determination of :
p0 would require the measurement of an infinite number of observables,'38'
but it is also due to certain restrictions the measurement processes described
by (6) and (32) may be subject to (for the particle detectors used for testing :
quantum electrodynamics such restrictions are discussed in Section 9 of \
Ref. 22). '

It is only on the basis of a complete determination of pa that it is J.
possible to identify the observed probabilities (8) in an unambiguous way, by j
means of (10), with the probabilities p(am,p0) = TrpQPm which are defined j
at the microlevel of the object system. Hence, a relation between the j
macroscopic probabilities Wm{p0) does not automatically entail that the ;
same relation obtains for the microscopic probabilities p(am, p0). Applying
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this idea to the problem of local commutativity, this implies that the obser-
vational validity of macrocausality [which refers to the property (39a) and
(39b) of the macroscopic probability Wmn(p0)] need not automatically entail
an analogous property on the microscopic scale (e.g., the properties (Al)
and (A5) of the Appendix). Stated differently: macrocausality need not
imply microcausality (see also Ref. 22). It is precisely this difference between
micro- and macrocausality that prevents a derivation of local commutativity
on the line of the Appendix, which is based essentially on microcausality.

The derivation of Section 3, if applied to two local observables
operating in causally disjoint regions of space-time, can be viewed as a
derivation of local commutativity from wacrocausality (or weak
causality<36))- By considering a joint measurement the problem of nonobjec-
tivity is circumvented. Of course, as before, there is nonseparability of object
system and measuring instruments also in this case. However, unlike in the
derivation of the Appendix, only one measurement setup plays a role here,
viz. the combined setup of the J / and 3 measuring instruments. Because of
this circumstance the density operator of the object system, obtained from
(32) by partial tracing over the variables of the measuring instruments, can
be considered to describe a unique state of the object system. This makes it
possible that both Eqs. (39a) and (39b) refer to the same microstate of the
object system. It is also noted that in the derivation of local commutativity
on the line of Section 3 it is not necessary (as it was in the derivation of the
Appendix) to assume from the outset the orthogonality of states which are
localized in different regions of space. This orthogonality, on the contrary,
derives from our requirement of nondisturbance, as a consequence of the
resulting commutativity of the operators A and B. This is so, because it turns
out that such states should belong to different eigenspaces of one single
Hermitian operator, viz. the Hermitian operator having the eigenvectors of
both A and B as eigenvectors.

Microcausality not being a proper point of departure, it turns out that
local commutativity becomes virtually unprovable unless we seek recourse to
a quantum mechanical theory of measurement. Derivability of local
commutativity can be seen as an indication that, at least in this respect, the
quantum mechanical formalism reflects the possibility of performing
measurements on microsystems. It is an interesting question whether it is
possible to provide quantum mechanical nonobjectivity with a physical basis
by studying the quantum mechanical measuring process as an ordinary
quantum mechanical process. By our foregoing discussion a relation is
suggested, connecting objectivity with the notion of microcausality, and
nonobjectivity with macrocausility. If it would be impossible to localize a
microscopic system on a microscopic scale, then it would also be impossible
to consider it as an isolated system existing independently of the presence of
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other physical objects. Thus, quantum nonlocality could account for nonob-
jectivity. For this reason it seems worthwhile to study the quantum
mechanical measurement process with regard to its locality properties, as is
done in Ref. 22.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS i

Local commutativity of operators corresponding to local measurements
which are performed in causally disjoint regions of space-time is generally
thought to be justifiable on the basis of the idea of relativistic or Einstein
causality, according to

Einstein causality => nondisturbance => local commutativity (56)

For this reason it could be felt to be rather unsatisfactory that local f'
commutativity should be introduced as a postulate, and is not actually j
derived from Einstein causality. As is well known, however, the notion of
Einstein causality is a rather problematic issue in quantum field theory, most ; :
solutions of the quantum mechanical field equations exhibiting superluminal ! ; :-
propagation behavior. This would seem to relieve the postulate of local }j
commutativity of its physical basis, suggesting that the problem as stated by
(56) is not well posed.

From the investigation of the present article we conclude that the !•
problem of the relation between causality and local commutativity may be M \
posed in a way which differs from (56). To this end a distinction should be
drawn between the microscopic level of the quantum mechanical description
of microsystems, and the macroscopic level of our observational world.
Relativistic causality, then, is required only for this observational level, to
which belong all readings of the scales of our measuring instruments. This
kind of causality, which may be indicated as /Macrocausality, is discussed in
more detail in Ref. 22. Here it is sufficient to realize that in the context of the
joint measurement of two local observables, performed in causally disjoint
regions of space-time, macrocausality is essentially not different from the
notion of nondisturbance introduced in (1). This implies the possibility of
obtaining the implication

macrocausality => local commutativity (57)

as a special case of (1). If macrocausality is interpreted as a special instance
of the nondisturbance of jointly performed measurements, then the postulate
of local commutativity can be reduced further.

It is interesting to note that the derivation (57) of local commutativity
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from macrocausality is not based on the assumption that Einstein causality
is valid on the microscopic level (to be called microcausality in Ref. 22), as
is suggested in (56). In our derivation there is no allusion to a spacelike
distance between the regions of measurement. The relation between
nondisturbance and commutativity, being constituted by means of a
nonrelativistic quantum mechanical theory of measurement, seems to be of a
quantum mechanical rather than a relativistic nature. Our results seem to
indicate, though, that there exists a certain compatibility between quantum
mechanics and relativity, as far as applied to the macroscopic level of the
quantum mechanical measurement results.

In Ref. 22 the converse of (57) is studied, viz. whether local
commutativity is sufficient for the nondisturbance of measurements
performed at a mutually spacelike distance. It is shown there that
macrocausality applies for certain quantum fields, if certain features of
nonlocality are neglected which are inherent in the nature of propagation and
interaction properties of the fields. Because of the shortness of the range of
these nonlocal effects, this neglect seems to be justified as far as nondistur-
bance of distant measurements is concerned. As we discussed in Section 5,
the situation may be different in considering the interaction of the object
system with the measuring instrument. Since this interaction is a very close
one, the nonlocalities could become effective here.

In the view of Niels Bohr, object and measuring instrument constitute
an indivisible whole that cannot be analyzed further. This view is based on
Bohr's well-known premise that the measuring process cannot be described
by quantum mechanics but should be treated by means of the language of
classical mechanics. By using a quantum mechanical theory of measurement,
we transcend what was held possible by Bohr. Our results yet seem to justify
such an endeavor, since it seems to make certain quantum mechanical
notions liable to an analysis on a more fundamental level. It is our expec-
tation that this will be also the case with the notion of nonobjectivity or
inseparability'37' of object and measuring instrument in the measuring
process, discussed in Section 5. The quantum mechanical analysis of this
process shows that, at least in a qualitative way, the nonobjectivity of
quantum mechanics can be related with the essential nonlocality of the
quantum mechanical formalism, the latter being reducible to properties of the
Hamiltonians of the free fields and their interactions.(22)

It may be attributed to the vagueness of Bohr's concept of nonobjec-
tivity that it does not play a role of any importance in most modern
formulations of quantum mechanics. In these formulations the interaction of
object and measuring instrument is left out of consideration completely.
Object and measuring instrument are treated, analogously to classical
mechanics, as independent entities having an objective existence. If the
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interaction is local, this picture can be maintained as long as the interacting
systems are not at the same point of space-time. If the interaction is
nonlocal, however, this picture of independent entities is blurred and an
objectivistic interpretation of quantum mechanics is fundamentally
impossible.

In the Appendix local commutativity is derived on the basis of the
assumption of objectivity of the object system. For this reason this derivation
is suspect. In our theory of joint measurement, object and measuring
instrument are considered as one single quantum mechanical system. So,
nonobjectivity is taken into account here, and the above-mentioned objection
of the assumption of an unwarranted objectivity of the object system cannot
be directed against a derivation of local commutativity based on the
reasoning of Section 3.

It seems that the problem of the precise relation between quantum
mechanical nonlocality and nonobjectivity can be solved only by a detailed
investigation of the interaction between object system and measuring
instrument. In Ref. 22 a preliminary step is undertaken toward a solution of
this problem. It is demonstrated that, if certain nonlocal effects are neglected,
an objective meaning can be attributed to parts of a quantum mechanical -,
field that are localized in disjoint regions of space. This corroborates our >
conjecture that quantum nonlocality is at the basis of nonobjectivity or . i
inseparability. It also demonstrates that it is possible to maintain objectivity ' '
or separability in quantum mechanics at least in an approximate way in
those physical situations in which the quantum nonlocalities have no i *
appreciable influence on observations. In order to obtain knowledge of the \
boundaries of this approximation, however, we shall have to treat the ,
quantum nonlocalities in a more quantitative way. ;

APPENDIX i
I

Theorem Al. Let the observable J / be represented by the Hermitian ,
operator A=£mamPm. If p(am,p) = Tr pPm and P is some projection
operator with complement P = I — P, then the following statements are
equivalent for any m0:

(0 P^Pmo; j
(ii) iïp = PpP, thmp(am,p) = 0, m*mo; (Al) j

(iii) p(am,p) = TrPpPPm,m*m0. (A2) j

Proof. j

(a) (i)-(Ki) j
3
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So,

Tr PpPPm = Tr(/ - P) p(I -P)Pm = 1rpPm,

(b) (iii)-»(ii)
If p = PpP, then Tr PpPPm = Tr PPpPPPm = 0.
So,p{am,p) = 0, m*mo.

(c) (ii)-(i)

Suppose P <£ Pmo. Then

3 V/"Pm„ VP # 0 and Py/P =

Now,

So this /?p satisfies the presupposition of (ii). But for this pP

I Piam,p,)= I TvpPPm= V

which contradicts (Al).

Corollary.

A

I
(i) /7(am,p) = Tr P/3P • p (am, ̂ ^p), m * m0, if Tr PpP* 0; (A3)

(ii) p(am,p) = 0, m ¥= m0 if TTPpP = 0. (A4)

(i) This follows directly from (A2).

(ii) Tr PpP =0=>p = PpP.

So (A4) follows from (Al). |

Theorem A2. Let the measuring procedure of observable y/ have the
property (Al) for some P and m0, and let the measuring procedure of obser-
vable 3 have an analogous property with respect to some projection
operator Q and eigenvalue b„0. Then [A,B] = 0 if the orthogonal
complements of the subspaces corresponding to P and Q are orthogonal, i.e.,
if

PQ=QP = 0 (A5)
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Proof.

(i) PQ = QP->PQ = QP. (A6)

(ii) It follows from Theorem A1 that P^Pmo and Q^Q„0- This
implies the equalities

PA=AP = a mP
(A7)

QB=BQ = b„0Q

(iii) Because of (A5) and (A6) we have

[A,B]=A(P + P)(Q + Q)B - B(Q + Q)(P + P)A

= amo(PQB - BQP) + bno(APQ - QPA)

= amo{(l -P)QB-BQ{\ -P)}+ bno{AP{l -Q)-(l-Q)PA\

= amo(QB - BQ) + bno(AP- PA) = Q

the latter equality following from (A7). I

If sf and 5& are local observables pertaining to regions C and D of IR\
respectively, with CC±D = 0, and if P is the projection operator localizing
the object system in C = IR3\C, and analogously for Q and D = R3\Z), then
(Al) is satisfied with amo equal to the vacuum expectation value of A (and
analogously for B), and the projection operators P and Q might be supposed \,
to obey (A5). Then, local commutativity follows by way of a special . » •
application of the theorems. ;
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A Quantum Mechanical Theory of Local
Observables and Local Operations
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Local operators are characterized mathematically by means of projection
operators on the Banach space of bounded operators. The idea of microlocality,
as opposed to macrolocality, is implemented into the theory so as to enable us to
define operations that are strictly local. Necessary and sufficient conditions are
investigated in order that the interaction of a local measurement instrument with
a local quantum field is such a strictly local (or microlocal) operation.
Application of the theory to quantum electrodynamics reveals that this theory
violates microlocality as defined here. Implications which our theory may have
on the issue of quantum nonlocality as studied in relation to the Bell inequalities
are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the problem of the locality or nonlocality of the ;
microphysical world has received much attention, mainly in the context of
experiments such as those considered for the first time by Einstein, Podolsky,
and Rosen.'1' The study of this problem has picked up considerable impetus
by the discovery of the Bell inequalities.m These inequalities, which are ;
derived on the basis of a theory of so-called local hidden variables, express
the fact that such theories do not allow correlations between distant particles
to exceed a certain value. From the experimental violation of the Bell
inequalities,'3'4' it is often inferred that the microphysical world is nonlocal, !
and that there can exist influences'5' or even signals'6' that propagate faster i
than light. Since quantum mechanics gives a good description of the excess j
correlation revealed by the experiments, and hence seems to provide an j

1 Department of Theoretical Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The "i
Netherlands.
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adequate representation of a nonlocal world, it is often considered to be itself
a nonlocal, or even noncausal, theory (see, e.g., Ref. 7 and references cited
there).

This alleged nonlocality of quantum mechanics has not remained
unchallenged. Both on the basis of the usual postulates of quantum
mechanics,<8) as well as by means of a quantum mechanical analysis of the
measuring pocess,(9) it was concluded that the measurement results of a
measurement performed on one subsystem are completely independent of
which measurement is performed simultaneously on another subsystem that
is located at a big distance. In these analyses quantum nonlocality, if it
exists, does not manifest itself on the level of the measurement results.

The idea that quantum mechanics is basically local is also transparent
in the theory of quantum fields/10'10 where local observables are postulated
to commute if they pertain to regions that are causally disconnected (the
postulate of local commutativity). This postulate expresses the expectation
that, because of relativistic causality, mutually distant measurements will not
disturb each other. In accordance with this expectation a relation between
local commutativity and mutual nondisturbance of distant measurements was
demonstrated by means of a quantum mechanical analysis of the joint
measurement of two observables.(12) Here, local commutativity was derived
as a consequence of mutual nondisturbance of two distant measurements,
which nondisturbance was required to hold for the measuring process.

Since quantum nonlocality can be demonstrated in a direct way only if
it manifests itself as a disturbance of a distant measurement, by the presup-
position of nondisturbance we restricted ourselves in Ref. 12 to those
measurement procedures in which the quantum nonlocality, if it exists, has
no effect. By this approach the problem of quantum nonlocality is placed
more or less out of sight. In order to attack this problem from a different
point of view in the present article, the converse question is considered, viz.
whether local commutativity is sufficient for nondisturbance. It is
investigated whether a quantum mechanical description can be given of a
joint measurement procedure in which two distant measuring instruments
interact locally with one and the same object system, in such a way that the
interaction processes take place in a mutually nondisturbing way.

In this investigation both object and measuring instruments are
described by quantum fields, thus avoiding the serious limitation inherent in
the treatments of Refs. 8 and 9, that each of the two measuring instruments
is taken to be sensitive to one of the subsystems only. It seems that by this
limitation the possibility of obtaining experimental evidence of nonlocality is
excluded beforehand. As a matter of fact, since there is no reference to the
distance between the measuring instruments, the reasonings of Refs. 8 and 9
give the same results if the measuring instruments are not far apart. This
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indicates that these analyses have no bearing on the problem of quantum
nonlocality. A genuine proof of nondisturbance of mutually distant
measurements should demonstrate in which way the disjunction between
measuring instrument and distant subsystem makes the interaction between
these two ineffective. It is the purpose of the present article to study quantum '
(non)locality from this point of view.

In order to be able to perform such an investigation, we will first have
to clear up the nature of the locality involved in the interaction between the ;
quantum fields. In the theory of local quantum fields,"0'11' local observables,
or, more generally, local operators, are defined to belong to some region
either of space-time or of IR3, and are interpreted<I0> as representing physical
operations performed in this region. Thus, the field operators y/\x) and y{x)
create and annihilate, respectively, a particle in x, and hence are operators
pertaining to this point x.

Although there exists a relation between local commutativity and ''"'
locality or causality, from our discussion in Ref. 12 it follows that this
relation is far from clear. From the awf/commutativity of fermion field
operators, we may deduce that local commutativity is not necessary for an
interpretation of field operators as representing local operations. So, it seems .- ̂
necessary to devise a locality criterion that is different from local 3
commutativity, by which the idea of a local operation is represented more , j
faithfully. Such a criterion is developed in Sections 2-4. Operators obeying 1 j
this criterion will be called microlocal operators, because it derives from the ' ' '
microscopic properties of the quantum mechanical states. By way of contrast, i 'i
local commutativity, being derivable from the nondisturbance of j
measurements, essentially is a macroscopic property, which probably has j
reference only to operators that can play the roles of observables. If mutual ,
nondisturbance of distant measurements is interpreted as a consequence of
macrolocality or /Macrocausality, then local commutativity of observables is
the reflection of this macrocausality in the quantum mechanical formalism. j

It is the purpose of this article to investigate whether it is possible to '\
devise, with the help of microlocal fields, joint measuring processes that are )
mutually nondisturbing. In doing so we are able to study the interrelation
between the concepts of microlocality and macrolocality, and to implement
the suggestion'13"16' that quantum nonlocality merely is a violation of
microlocality or microcausality, without macrocausality being violated. To (J
this end in Sections 5 and 6 definitions of the four notions micro- and <
macrolocality, and micro- and macrocausality are proposed, in order to
make these notions more precise. After defining in Section 7 what is to be
understood by a microlocal interaction between quantum fields, in Section 8
necessary and sufficient conditions are investigated for this interaction to be
microcausal. In Section 9 the theory that is developed in the preceding

1$
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sections is applied, in a rather provisional way, to the interaction of quantum
electrodynamics. Finally, in Section 10 implications which our theory may
have on the issue of quantum nonlocality as studied in relation to the Bell
inequalities are discussed.

We close this Introduction by noting that, in developing the notions
mentioned above and in proving the theorems, we did not pursue maximal
mathematical rigor, in order not to obscure the conceptual issues. Thus,
theorems are proven only for bounded operators with a discrete spectrum,
whereas in Section 2 use is made of a basis for Fock space which only exists
in the improper Dirac sense. (In Appendix A it is shown that the analysis of
Section 2 can also be carried through without reference to such a basis.)

2. LOCAL ALGEBRAS: EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION FOR
A LOCAL SCALAR FIELD

The present section will have mainly a heuristic character. We consider
the simplest model of a quantum field, viz. the scalar field obeying canonical
commutation relations, in order to develop a mathematical criterion for an
operator to be a local operator pertaining to some region C of configuration
space IR3. In this way we can obtain a better insight into the nature of the
quasilocal algebra generated by these operators. By exhibiting a concrete
representation it is, moreover, shown that the more general axiomatic theory
to be developed in Section 3, is not an empty structure.

2.1. Localized Quanta

The Hubert space <£f of the system is taken to be the usual Fock space.
A general state of the field is given as(I7)

* , - ƒ Aw1Pw(r,,...,rw)Vft(r1)-^
t(r/v)|0> ( 0

In (1) ^(r, , . . . , TN) is a function which is symmetric under permutation of
the coordinates. The field operators (^(r) and y/(r) satisfy the canonical
commutation relations



The N = 0 term in (1) should be interpreted as 1PJ0), Vo a constant, |0>
being the vacuum state of the field, defined by (/("") 10) = 0. The set of
vectors

t + (3)

can be considered as a complete, orthonormal set of improper vectors in
Fock space.(18)

Our heuristics starts from the observation that the vectors (3) might be
interpreted as describing localized states of the field. More generally, a state
in which all quanta are localized in some region C of IR3, might be obtained
analogously to (1) as

= I (AT!)"m f A, - f dtN ̂ (r, , . . . , rN) v%) • • • V\rN) |0> (4)I f
Since the creation of such a localized state in C from the vacuum |0) is a
physical operation performed locally in region C, it seems natural to require
that the operators y/\r), r £ C be local operators, pertaining to region C (see
also Ref. 19). ^

Although the interpretation of a local operator as representing a local .
physical operation is analogous to the one adopted by Haag and Kastler,<10) I
it should be mentioned here that the interpretations are not identical. r
Whereas in Ref. 10 localization is defined with respect to regions of (

Minkowski space, we take here IR3 as the configuration space (in Ref. 11 V
these two interpretations are considered side by side). It is clear that this
choice restricts our treatment to a nonrelativistic one. For this reason we
shall not require our local operators to obey Lorentz covariance as is done in
Ref. 11. Also local commutativity, being defined here as commutativity of ,
operators pertaining to disjoint regions of IR3, is not required from the outset
[although eventually local commutativity will turn out to be necessary for
the existence of certain microlocal interactions (cf. Section 8)]. Instead, in
the following we shall try to give a mathematical characterization of a local
operator pertaining to some region C of IR3, which is in line with the idea of
a physical operation performed in C.

To this end we denote the states (3) in the following according to
\{n], {«}), S(n + n) = N. In this notation n can be interpreted as the
occupation number of the single-particle state ö(r — r0), r o 6 C, and {n} as
the set of these numbers if r0 ranges over C. For {»} an analogous inter- j
pretation obtains with respect to C, the complement of C. It is interesting to [
note here that, although in the following the heuristics is based on the delta •
function representation, the notions to be developed are independent of this :

special representation. For this reason our theory encompasses both the
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notions of strict locality and of essential locality (Ref. 20; see also
Section 4), the latter corresponding to a representation in which the
deltafunctions are replaced by a complete orthogonal set of nearly localized
single-particle states.

2.2. Local Operators

We shall now give a characterization of which operators on the Hubert
space <&, having |{«(, {«}) as a complete orthonormal set of states, are to be
considered as local operators pertinent to region C of IR3. Such operators
should obey the following two requirements:

1. They should not affect the number of quanta outside C.

2. The effect of the operator inside C should be independent of the
presence of quanta outside C.

In order to meet these requirements a local operator Ac, pertinent to C,
should have the property

{{n\,{n}\Ac\{m},{m}) = oli;um({n\,{0\\Ac\\m},{0}) (5)

Operators Ac obeying (5) can be characterized as follows. Consider the set
3{^) of bounded operators A on <%*. Define a mapping P£ of ${3f) into
itself, according to

P*A= V ([„},{0}\A\{m\,{0\)\{n),{ii)X\m),{ft}\ (6)

Since the operator Pg, defined by (6), is easily seen to be idempotent,

(J>*)2=/>* (7)

and is continuous in the uniform topology of 3{^), it is a projection
operator on ^{^). The range of P% follows from (5) and (6) to be precisely
the set of local operators Ac pertinent to C. So, we can characterize this set
by means of the equality

P$AC=AC (8)

It is easily seen that

Pp = I, for all C (9)

that is, the unit operator ƒ is a local operator, perinent to any region C.
Let ^"(af) denote the Banach space of traceclass operators B on <=f.

Then TTAB, A 6 38{JT) is a linear functional on &{£?). In fact, taking the

f
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usual operator norm as a norm in ^ ( sF ) , this Banach space is the dual of
f (J*") (see Refs. 21, 22). It is now straightforward to show that Pg is the
adjoint with respect to the linear functional Tr AB, of an operator Pc acting
on f" (<#") and defined by

PCB = Y <{«}, {«}|B \{m},

Thus,

TrP*A B = 1TAPCB (11)

From (7) and (11) it is clear that also Pc is a projection operator,

P%=PC (12)

Moreover, taking A = ƒ in (11), it follows from (9) that

(13)
i '•

Restricting B to the positive cone ^"(=J^)+ of g~(t%*), (10) implies that also -̂  ,
PCB belongs to f (=F)+. Thus, : ;

:; I
I

The mapping (14), if restricted to the operators B E 8~{<#*)+ with TrB = 1,
is an example of a mapping, sometimes called a mimorphism,<21) which is a !,
linear mapping of the base of a base norm space into the base of another •
base norm space. Indeed, from (13) and (14) we see that, if B is a density ,;
operator, PCB is also a density operator. Since !

TrAcp = TrAcPcp (15)

it is clear that Pcp embodies the same information as p concerning the I
expectations of operators Ac pertinent to C. From (6) and (10) it is also :
directly shown that ;

• i

|0) being the vacuum state (|0) = |{0}, {0}». So the information content of
Pcp, relating to operators A? pertinent to the complement C of C, is
equivalent to that of the Fock space vacuum. This suggests that the density
operator Pcp describes a state in which all particles are localized in C. We
shall now show that this is indeed the case.
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2.3. Localized States

In order to give a definition of a localized state we introduce the
projection operator P^ operating on £"(<=?") according to

PÏP=PCPPC, J»c = Xl<"M°}><{«M0}|, per fe r )
in)

We shall say that p represents a state localized in C, if and only if

that is, p belongs to the range of P^. From (10) and (17) it can directly be
proven that

P£PC = PC (19)

Since (19) implies that Pcp is in the range of P£, we conclude that for an
arbitrary density operator p the projected state described by Pcp is localized
in C.

From the definitions (10) and (17) we can, equivalently, prove that

Pcp£ = p£ (20)

The two equalities (19) and (20) imply that the projection operators Pc and
Pc have equal ranges. As a matter of fact, in Hilbert-Schmidt space (with
inner product TTA^B) the Hermitian projection P£ would be related to the
non-Hermitian projection Pc as orthogonal and nonorthogonal projections,
respectively, onto the same subspace. For the characterization of a state pc

as a state localized in C, i.e., having only quanta inside C, the projection Pc

is as suitable as P£ is. For this reason, the relation

Pcp = p (21)

can be used as an alternative to (18) as a definition of a state which is
localized in C. By choosing the definition (21) we can take advantage of the
fact that not P^p but Pcp represents the information contained in region C:
contrary to (15) we have in general TTAcp^YrAcP£p. From (10) it
follows directly that

J»c|0><0| = |0><0|, for all C (22)

that is, rue Fock space vacuum is localized in any region of IR3. This
somewhat metaphorical though not inappropriate result stems from our
definition (6) of a local observable. It is shown in Appendix B that an alter-
native definition is possible on which the vacuum is localized nowhere. Since

i
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by this alternative definition certain observables are excluded that
physically relevant, we stick to the definition presented in this section.

are

2.4. Local Observables and Local Algebras

From the definition (6) of P% it is easily seen that the local operators
Ac satisfying (8) constitute a *-algebra.<10>1" Henceforth, we shall indicate
this algebra as the local *-algebra <7C of local operators pertinent to region
C. Note that also (21) associates an algebra with region C.

The selfadjoint operators of Otc are the local observables pertinent to C.
If

A _ i t _ V n P (23)

is the spectral representation, it is easily shown that

P — V P
* m » i l m,(n)

(«I

(24)

in which Pm<[m is the projection operator of a subspace of Fock space
spanned by vectors having definite numbers {n} of quanta in C. From (24) it
follows that

(25)

It is seen from (24) that each eigenvalue am of the local observable is highly
degenerate since eigenvectors have the form £(B)C[n]| {«}, {n}), which belong
to the same eigenvalue am for all {«}. Because of (15) and (16) it seems
reasonable to associate local observables Ac with local measurements
performed in region C.

If D is another region of IR\ the projections P$ and P*nD a r e defined
analogously to (6). By specifying the states (3) according to whether quanta
are located either in C\CnD, D\CnD, CnD, or CUD, it can be shown
that

(26)

(27)

(28)

From (26) it follows that the local operators satisfy the properties

1. {P*A=A&P*A=A\=>P*nDA=A
(set-theoretical inclusion)

2. CcD=>{PgA=A=i>PgA=A} (isotony)
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These properties make it possible'10'23' to define the quasilocal algebra PI as
the C*-inductive limit of the union of the local algebras Hc pertinent to all
bounded regions C of IR3. Then, PI is a C*-algebra. From the definition (6)
it is straightforwardly demonstrated that all operators pertinent to disjoint
regions are mutually commutative. This verifies the property of local
commutativity of the local observables of <7, which, here, is a direct conse-
quence of the model.

It is possible to construct in an analogous way a quasilocal algebra
based on the local *-algebras generated by the projections Pc. Although
from a mathematical point of view both algebras are equally interesting,
because of the physical interpretation we shall restict our attention to the
quasilocal algebra generated by P%. The first reason for doing so is that
generally the product of two density operators is not a density operator. So,
there cannot exist a local algebra of density operators.

2.5. The Schlieder Condition

A second reason is derived from the Schlieder condition,'24' which, for
our definition of a local algebra, reads

AC-AB = O, CnD = 0=>Ac = O or AD = 0 (29)

This condition which, in its relativistically generalized form, can be
demonstrated to hold for field theories of the Wightman type,'24'25' plays a
prominent role in recent research on the causality properties of local field
theories (for a review, see Ref. 12). It is easily seen that (29) is satisfied by
the local operators defined by (8).

That the Schlieder condition (29) is not automatically fulfilled for
arbitrary quasilocal algebras can be seen from the fact that, contrary to the
one based on Pg, the quasilocal algebra based on Pc does not obey the
Schlieder condition. This follows most easily from a consideration of the
operators |{«}, {0})<{«}, {0}|, {«} * {0} and |{0}, {n}X{0}, {«}|, {«} * {0},
which belong to the ranges of P^ and P& respectively. Multiplication of these
operators gives zero, without vanishing of either of the two operators.

This example answers an observation made in Ref. 26 regarding the
question of the universal validity of the Schlieder condition for quasilocal
algebras. Evidently, it is possible to conceive of such a definition of local
operators that the Schlieder condition is not satisfied. In order to obey this
condition, it is not sufficient that the operators are merely pertinent to
disjoint regions.

It is suggested by these considerations that the Schlieder condition
could be used as a requirement to be fulfilled by a quasilocal algebra in
order that the operators of this algebra represent strictly local operations.
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Such operators should be equivalent to the unit operator / outside their
domain of operation. So, Ac • AD should be in D equivalent to AD if
Cr\D = 0, showing that Ac-AD cannot vanish unless AD vanishes. So,
from a physical point of view, the Schlieder condition is compulsory for
local operators representing strictly local operations.

Notwithstanding the importance of the Schlieder condition as exem-
plified by the above considerations, in the general treatment of quasilocal
algebras to be taken up in the next sections, we do not resort to this
condition. The reason for this is twofold. In the first place, not all local
operators correspond to local operations. As a matter of fact, with Ac, also
aAc, a a constant, belongs to the local algebra Clc. It is then clear that in
general a local operator Ac also changes the state outside C, thus
invalidating the heuristic argument which was based on the interpretation of
a local operator as representing a local operation. The second reason is that
local commutativity, which is often taken as one of the defining charac-
teristics of a quasilocal algebra (and which will be shown to be necessary
also in our theory), is quite independent of the Schlieder condition. This can
be seen as follows.

The quasilocal algebra based on Pc (10), not obeying the Schlieder
condition, turns out to be also not locally commutative. That is, in general

[PcA,PDB]*0, CnD = 0 (30)

A detailed inspection, however, of the commutator (30) shows that the
failure to obey both the Schlieder condition and local commutativity does
not have a common origin. The relative independence of these two properties
can be demonstrated by considering the slightly modified quasilocal algebra
defined by formula (10') of Appendix B. It is easily seen that this algebra is
locally commutative but does not obey the Schlieder condition.

The Schlieder condition seeming to be too strong in one respect, and too
weak in another, in order to provide a characterization of local operators, we
shall look in the next sections for a better criterion.

2.6. Theorems ''.,

For later comparison we close this section by proving the following two '..
theorems. A

Theorem 2.1. The projection Pc can be defined by !' t :

Xmlm (31)
I»)
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in which the operators A[i;i and A\S] are partial isometries which are
pertinent to C, i.e.,

(32)

and satisfy the equality

,_, A[n)A^ = 1 (.33)
(if)

Proof. Taking

~ . («H (34)

(31) and (32) follow by direct inspection.
Since

In)

is a projection operator, it is seen that A(Sj and A^ are partial isometries.
Equation (33) is directly entailed by (35). I 'J.

Theorem 2.2. If A is an operator on Fock space, obeying A | 0) = 0, ' j
then ;

P*(BP$A) = 0 for arbitrary B (36) \

Proof. Since

*$* = I <{0}, {P)\PBA HO}, {q}) \{ph {p})({p\, {q}\

we get •

- V

"'[nnm'

and

P*{BP£A)= V_ ({m},{0\\B\{n},{p}X{0},{p}\PeA\{0},{0})

• \{m), \m})({n\, {m}\ (37)

Since A |0> = 0 implies P$A |0) = 0, the theorem follows. I
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Corollary. If A 10) = 0, then also

Pcp = 0 (38)

Proof. Equation (38) is the adjoint of (36) with respect to the
functional ITAB. I

3. LOCAL OBSERVABLES A N D LOCAL OPERATORS:
GENERAL THEORY

3.1. Definitions

In the foregoing section we considered properties of the local algebras
defined by (6) or (10). In the sequel of this article we shall relinquish the
special representation presented there. The theory of Section 2 will be
generalized so as to be valid for more general fields, although it will
maintain its nonrelativistic character.

Taking Fock space as the Hubert space £? of the field states, the
vacuum state |0) is defined as the state without field quanta. If N is the
observable measuring the number of quanta, then

JV|0> = 0 (39)

As to the operators working on <T we restrict ourselves, as before, to
the set J%{^) of bounded operators on JF, which can be considered as a
Banach space with respect to the operator norm. As an algebra, J?(J*) is a
C*-algebra.(n) Also f(<J*) is defined, as in Section 2, as the Banach space
of traceclass operators containing the density operators in its positive cone

) + . Then the expectation values

Ae&(JT), pE.W{JT) (40)

are bilinear functionals. The operator A is completely determined by the
restriction of the functional to W(=f)+. Also, p is determined completely if
(A) is given for all A E 3{JT).

In characterizing how the locality of an operator has to be specified in
the general theory, we first turn our attention to self-adjoint operators. If C is
some (bounded) region of IR3, then a (bounded) self-adjoint operator Ac will
be taken to be pertinent to C, if the measurement of the corresponding obser-
vable is a local measurement in C. This means that the measuring instrument
for Ac draws its information entirely from C. In Section 2 it was seen that
the information content of C can be represented by the density operator Pcp,
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in which Pc obeys (12) through (15). These relations are independent of the
special representation used in Section 2, and hence can be generalized.
Taking, as before, P% as the adjoint operator to Pc with respect to the linear
functional (40), we give the following definition.

Definition 3.1. (Local Operators). If Pc is a mimorphism which
projects f (<?f) into itself, that is,

TrPCB = 7rB, BE &{<%*) (42)

P2c = Pc (43)

then Ac is a local operator pertinent to C if

P*AC = AC (44)

From (44) the equality (15) for general fields directly follows, showing that,
if Ac is a local observable pertinent to C, the density operators p and Pcp
give the same expectation values.

Generalizing analogously relation (21), we arrive at the following.

Definition 3.2 (Localized States). If the mimorphism Pc is defined as
in (41)-(43), then pc is the density operator of a state localized in C if

PcPc=Pc (45)

For states localized in C we have, for arbitrary A e ^ (^F) ,

TrApc = TrP$A'pc (46)

So, as far as region C is concerned, A and PgA represent the same infor-
mation about the system. If A is an observable, then PgA can be interpreted
as the restriction of this observable to C. Thus, if N is the total number of
quanta, PgN is the number of quanta contained in C (in Theorem 3.1 it is
shown that P$A is self-adjoint if A is; see also Theorems 3.8 and 3.9).

3.2. Postulates with Respect to Locality

We now formulate the basic assumption of the present article.

Postulate 3.1. With every (bounded) region C of IF?3 is associated a
mimorphism Pc obeying
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(i) (41M43);
(ii) PK3 = 1,1 being the unit operator on 3&(J?)\ (47)

(iii) if C and D are two regions, then

PcnD=PCPD = PDPc (48)

Equation (47) expresses [cf. (45)] that any state is localized in IR3. The
equality (48), which is equivalent to the adjoint relation [cf. (26)]

PïnD = PêPÈ=P£Pc< (49)

expresses that the information with respect to an observable^6_g>(<#°') which
is contained in region CnD is independent of the way the region CC\D is
singled out, thus making this information a unique property of this region.
From (48) the properties of set-theoretical inclusion (27) and isotony (28)
follow, also in the general case, for local measurements performed inCOZ).
From (28) we directly find the following generalization of (15):

> (50)

From the physical interpretation it seems reasonable that (50) remains true if ^
Ac\s replaced by a product ACBC of operators pertaining to C. This asks for
a second postulate, which is commonly required for local operators."0'1" i

V. t

Postulate 3.2. For any region C the operators pertaining to C : "
constitute an algebra, that is,

C + C

P*(AC.BC)=AC-BC

Actually, it will be shown in Theorem 3.2 that this algebra is a *-algebra. '
We shall refer to this algebra as the local *-algebra Plc. Since P£ is a \ •
projection operator on 38{^T), it should be continuous in the uniform
topology. From this it follows that dc includes all of its limit points with
respect to this topology. Then we also have

P*f(Ac)=f(Ac\ ƒ an arbitrary bounded function (52) ï
14;

By means of (52) the equality (25) for the spectral representation of the local 'M
observable (23) can be shown to hold also in the general case. Then, the | £
equality (9), ^

I (53) '\
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which follows directly from (42), can also be derived from the representation
i=y p

As in Section 2, the quasilocal C*-algebra (71 can be defined as the C*-
inducdve limit of the union of the local algebras 0tc. As will be discussed in
more detail in Section 4, the present definition of local operators does not
imply local commutativity for operators pertaining to disjoint regions of R3.
So, according to this definition, local commutativity may be fulfilled, or it
may not be so. As a matter of fact, up until now the meaning of locality is
not uniquely fixed. Different notions of locality may be accommodated by
our definition (cf. Section 2.1). By ascribing additional properties to the
projections Pc and Pg, the class of localization definitions may be further
restricted.

One such restriction, which is encountered also in Ref. 20, is based on
the premise that a state Pcp, being localized in C, should be equivalent to the
vacuum state 10) outside C. We take this premise as the following.

Postulate 3.3. If C is the complement of C in R3, then

(54)

As will be seen in Section 4, also with this additional postulate locality is not
specified so as to warrant local commutativity.

3.3. Theorems

We shall now derive some useful theorems.

Theorem 3.1. If A = A \ then P*A = (P*A)\ (55)

Proof. The operator A is Hermitian if and only if the functional (40)
is real for all p £ &"(^)+ • Then, because of (41), also TxAPcp is real, and
hence Tri»*^ • p is real for all p 6 £"(^H+. I

Theorem 3.2. HP*A =A, then J»£/l + = /l+. (56)

Proof. Since Tr AB = (Tr B *Af) *, we have

»*^f • p = TrA%p = (Tr(/»c/?)+. A)* = (TrAp)* = TrA'p I

Theorem 3.3. If p is a density operator, then

(57)

•1
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Proof. Taking in (54) C = 0 gives C = IR3. Because of (47) we have

Then (54) may be written according to

TrAP<gp = TTA\O)(O\, A<E3(JT) (58)

This directly entails (57). I

Theorem 3.4.

F*^ = <0M|0>/ (59)

Proof. This follows directly from (58) since

Using (59) we can generalize (57) to arbitrary B G

Theorem 3.5. / i
in •

P0B = (Tr B) |0)<0|, B e r{JT) (60)

Proof.

Tr AP0B = TT P*A B = <01^ |0)Tr5 = (JrA |0)(0|)(Tr5) I

Theorem 3.6.

J>c|0><0| = |0><0|, Cc lR 3 (61)

Proof. From (48) and (57) it follows that for arbitrary A:

Tr APC10)<01 = Tr APcP0p = Tr AP0p = Tr A 10)<01 I

Corollary.

(0\PgA |0)= (0\A |0>, ^ e J 1 ^ (62)

Theorem 3.7.

•0 (63)

Proof. This generalization of (54) directly follows from (48)
and (57). |
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Theorem 3.8. If the operator A is given as

A = [ d t A ( t ) , P£A(r) = A(r), r E C

then

= ( drA(t)+

(64)

(65)

Proof. Equation (65) follows immediately from PgPj£ = P$ and
(59). I

Theorem 3.9. If JV is a self-adjoint operator N > 0, N |0) = 0, then

3, P*N\Q) = Q (66)

Proof. By (55) PgN is self-adjoint. Tr Np > 0Vp =• Tr NPcp =
p^OV^PgN^O. Equation (61) implies (0\P$N\0) =

<0| A |̂0>. Finally, <O|/»£JV|O> = O, J»*JV>O=>/»£Af|O> = O. I

4. MICROLOCAL OPERATIONS AND (MICRO)LOCAL
OPERATORS 1 -• *

4.1. Microlocal Operations

In Section 3 the problem of local operators was tackled on the basis of
the notion of local measurements. A complementary line of approaching this
problem presents itself if we start from the idea of local state preparation or
local change of state. A local operation in region C, then, should change the
density operator of the system only in C. It will turn out that this latter
requirement adds a new element to the notion of locality, which is not
embodied in the idea of local measurement. Since this new element is essen-
tially of a microscopic character, we shall refer to that notion of locality
which includes this new element as w/crolocality.

If by some physical operation the state of a physical system is changed,
in general, both initial and final states of the system should be describable by
density operators. For this reason an operation should be a trace-preserving
mapping of (a subset of) £"(J i0+ into 8~(<&r)+: p^T(p). If the operation
corresponds with a linear mapping, it is mimorphism. However, in the sequel
we shall encounter also operations which are nonlinear.
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In the present section we shall ignore the fact that physical operations
generally are not instantaneous but need some time in order to be completed.
Time-dependent operations will be dealt with in later sections, in which
operations are studied which are brought about by the interaction with
another system.

We shall give now a definition of a mierolocal operation in region C.

Definition 4.1 (Microlocal Operation). A microlocal operation Tc:
p-* Tc(p), in region C of R3 is a trace-preserving mapping of (a subset of)

into £~(^)+, obeying, on its domain, the two requirements

(i) [TC,PC\ = O, (67)

(68)

We shall first discuss the two requirements (67) and (68). Equality (67)
seems a reasonable requirement because a microlocal operation Tc should
have to do only with that part of the state which is localized in C. The
equality is equivalent to the two relations

TCPC = PCT-PC (69a)

PCTC = PCTCPC (69b)

Then, (69a) signifies that a microlocal operation Tc, operating on a
localized state Pcp, does not spoil the localization of this state. Also (69b) is
plausible if we assume that a microlocal operation Tc is constituted out of
local operators pertinent to C. Then, for any B £

Tr B Pc Tc(Pcp) = TTP*B- Tc(Pcp)

= Tr P*{T*(P*B)) • p = Tr T*(P*B) • p

= lxBPcTc[p)

since the local operators PgB are in the same local *-algebra 6tc as those of
J* [cf. (51)].

The requirement (68) is equivalent to

or
(70)

expressing that the microlocal operation in C does not influence measure-
ment outcomes of measurements which are performed simultaneously in a
disjoint region D.
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The two properties (67) and (68) are not completely independent. From
(69a) we get, because of (57),

which is obtained also if (68) is applied to states localized in C. However,
this does not imply that either of the two requirements would be superfluous.
On the one hand, (68) cannot be derived from (67) for states that are not
localized in C. So (68) should be postulated to hold at least in such states.
On the other hand, also (68) does not imply (67). This can be seen from a
simple counterexample, constructed for the local scalar field discussed in
Section 2. If we define an operation T by

=\{P\,

then it is easily shown that (70), and hence (68), holds. However, (67) is not
fulfilled, since, for \p) ^ 0,

C \{Ph {P})({Ph , {0}\

pcn\\p}, {p})({p}, {/>}!)=\{P),

but

We close this section by remarking that, by virtue of (48), the equalities (67)
and (68) remain valid if Tc is replaced by P?, thus showing that the
projection Pr is a microlocal operation performed in C.

'i

4.2. The Kraus Representation; Microlocal Operators

A very common kind of operations is given by the mimorphisms p -»
T(p) = ApA^, A unitary. More generally, it was shown by Kraus<27) that
operations as defined by us (which correspond to the nonselective operations
of Ref. 27) can generally be represented according to

(71)

(72)

k k

Note that the adjoint T* of T [cf. (70)],
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is a transition map as defined by Mercer(28) (see also Ref. 12, Section 2.3).
The projection operator Pc of the scalar field representation was shown in
Theorem 2.1 to have precisely this form. Moreover, from (31) and (32) we
see that in this_ special case the operators Ak of (71) are local operators
pertaining to_C. This seems to reflect the fact that Pc is a microlocal
operation in C.

It is tempting to extend this to microlocal operations in general, by
defining a microlocal operation by the expression (71) in which now all A k

and AI are required to pertain to the same region, that is,

(73)

With this possibility in mind we prove the following two theorems.

Theorem 4.1. Local commutativity of the operators pertaining to
regions C and D (with CC\D = 0 ) is necessary and sufficient in order that
all operations of the form (73) obey (68).

Proof.

(i) Inserting in (70) the special operations T{p)=AcpA^, AcAc = I,
we immediately obtain

Hence [AC,P$B] = 0, COD = 0 for arbitrary unitary operators Ac.

(ii) If local commutativity is assumed, we get for any B (with

Tr B PD T{p) = TvBPD ^ AkPA

= TrV A\P*B-Ak.p
k

which directly entails (68). In view of (70) and (72) this theorem can be seen
to coincide with Proposition 3.1 of Ref. 28, as far as applied to transition
maps. |

Theorem 4.2. The operations (73) satisfy equality (69b).
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Proof. Since the operators pertinent to C constitute a *-algebra, it
follows that for any B and any operator Ac pertinent to C

P*{AlP*B • Ac)

So,
Tr BPC(AcPcp • A •) = Tr P$(A f

cP*B • Ac) • p

= irAlP^B • Acp = ITBPc{AcpAl)

Hence

which implies (69b) also for the more general operations (73). I

Because in the general theory, up until now, we did not specily any
property of local operators characterizing these as entities which are related
to micro\ocdt\ operations, it is not possible to prove that the operations (73)
also satisfy equality (69a) (although it is easily proven that they do so in the \
scalar field theory of Section 2). In order that the operations (73) will fulfill
all requirements of a microlocal operation, we shall now restrict somewhat 1
further the notion of locality as embodied by the projections Pc and P£. This ' i
will be done by generalizing the requirement (69a), viz. that microlocal |
operations do not spoil the localization of a state, to operators. To this end |
we first give the following definition. ,

Definition 4.2 (Microlocal Operators). The local operators defined in
Section 3 will be called microlocal operators if the projections Pc are such
that

ACPCB = PC(ACPCB) (74a)

and

PCB • Ac = PC(PCB • Ac) (74b) ;

The property (74a), (74b) will be called the microlocality property. We now
can prove the following.

Theorem 4.3. If the operators P*Ak of the operation (73) have the I
microlocality property, then T(p) satisfies (69a). j

Proof. Since by (74a), (74b) : i

AcPcP-Al = Pc{AcPcP).Al = Pc{AcPcp.Al) f

the theorem follows by inspection. |
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In the theory to be developed in the sequel of this article we shall only
consider fields that satisfy the microlocality property. Since this property
obtains for the fields introduced in Section 2, such microlocal fields evidently
exist. In considering microlocal operations we shall, however, not rely on the
Kraus representation (73), because it is not clear whether this is the most !
general representation of a microlocal operation. As a matter of fact, the i
results obtained in the following set of theorems suggest that the properties
(54) and (74a), (74b), which specify the more characteristic properties of our
microlocal operators, are not sufficient to derive local commutativity. This
suggests that it might be possible to devise microlocal operations, which are
constituted out of microlocal operators that need not obey local
commutativity, and which, because of Theorem 4.1, should have a more
general form than (73). So, we shall stick in the following to the definition of
microlocal operations as given in Definition 4.1. This also implies that we do é, .
not take local commutativity as an a priori property of (micro)local
operators. Instead, the properties (54) and (74a), (74b) will be taken as the
starting point of the present investigation.

4.3. Properties of Microlocal Operators jt/;

We shall now derive some properties of microlocal operators. j

Theorem 4.4. .,' • ,
P*(BAC) = P*B-AC

B) AP$B '\

B arbitrary.

Proof. From (74a) it follows that

Tr BA cPcp = Tr BPc(AcPcp)

This implies

P${BAC) = P*{P*B • Ac) = P*B • Ac

because of (51). The second equality is proven analogously. 1

The assumption that local operators constitute a local algebra allows us
also to derive the following generalization of (74a), (74b).

j Theorem 4.5.

Pc(AcpBc) = AcPcp • Bc (76) f
f , ? • •
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Proof.

Tr DPc{AcpBc) = Tr BCP%D • Acp

= Tr P*(BCP*D -AC)-P = JT DPc(AcPcp • Bc)

= TrDAcPcp-Bc

Theorem 4.6.

P c ( P c P - A ) = P P * A

Proof. From (75) we get

P*/D*D A\ P*/RP#.4Ï P*fl . P*A
Mr Q \ËTf<D * * i / — r£ \Jjr(•/! J — r£D m£**

The first line of (77) is an adjoint relation of this expression. I

The equality (77) states that only the local part P£A of A is locally
effective in C. Note, however, that

Pc(APcp • B) # P*A • PcP • P£B

because APcp is not localized in general. This inequality is equivalent to the
general inequality \

Pg(AP*B • D) ̂  P*A • P*B • P£D

Theorem 4.7.

D:¥( A J2 \ 'O^(D A \ /Ci I A I A \ I? (HQ.\

*• C V*?1"-''c) ^ C \-**C Cv — \*^ I f I / ** C ^ ' " / •

Proof. Equation (78) follows directly from (75) and (59). I

Remark. Since (78) entails i
Tr A rBcPcp = Tr BCA rPcp \

it is seen that a restricted kind of local commutativity follows from our
assumptions, namely a local commutativity restricted to appropriately ;
localized states. Since, however, only such localized states are involved in the |
expressions (54) and (74a), (74b), it seems impossible to derive general local -j
commutativity from them in a direct way. j

We are now able to prove a number of properties which are, in a certain :

sense, complementary to the locality property (74a), (74b).

A

f



Theorem 4.8.

(79)

Bc) = (TT AcpBc) \0)(0\ (80)

(81a)

(81b)

Proof. Equation (79) is obtained as an adjoint relation of (78) if in the
latter equality Bc is equated to PgB for arbitrary B. The equality (80)
follows from an application of the projection Pc to (76), transforming the
left-hand side of (76) into PuPc(AcpBc) = P0(AcpBc) which, by (60),
reduces to (80). Finally, from (59) we get for arbitrary B

Au\0) (82)

which has (81a) as an adjoint, since by (76) and (61)

PciAc\0)(0\)=AcPc\0X0\=Ar\0)(0\ 1 (83)

By (78) and (82) the absence is implied of correlations between measurement
results of local observables in C and C if the state is localized in C. As a
matter of fact, because of (54) the equality (78) is equivalent to

Tr AcBcPcp = TTACPCP • Tr BcPcp (84)

indicating a certain independence of Ar and Bc. The equality (84) can be
generalized somewhat. By successive application of (75) it is possible to
show that

(85)

which is equivalent to

TrAcBrDcPcp = Tr BrPcp • Tr AcDcPcp (86)

However, it is presumably not possible to derive analogous relations for
more general alternating products of local operators, as would be necessary
if operations c.q. measurements in disjoint regions are to be completely
uncorrelated.

We close this section by proving a theorem which can be viewed as a
weakened version of the Schlieder condition discussed in Section 2.5.

Theorem 4.9.

Ac-Bc = 0^Ac = 0 or Br=0 or <0|/4c|0> = <
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Proof. Since, by assumption, Tr AcBvp = 0 for all p,

Tr AcPc(Bcp) = Tr BrP^j)A c) = 0 Vp

Taking in either of these expressions p = Pcp or p = P rp, this gives, by (79), ,

(0\Ac\0) -TTBCP = 0 V

and I

( 0 | 5 r | 0 ) • TrAcp = 0 Vp

This is equivalent to the desired result. I

5. MICRO- AND MACROLOCALITY

In this section we draw a distinction between the idea of m/crolocality '.
as introduced in Section 4, and a notion of macrolocality, which is defined in
the following as the implementation of microlocality on the macroscopic
scale of measurement results. This distinction is inspired by the difficulties
which abound in relativistic quantum theory as regards a covariant definition
of a position observable, which seem to put the idea of locality into serious
doubt. Since there is no direct evidence whatsoever of a violation of locality
on the scale of (macroscopic) experimentation, it is sometimes
conjectured113"16' that the above-mentioned difficulties are characteristic for
the microscopic level only, and can be solved by replacing the requirement of
microlocality (or -causality) by the weaker requirement of macrolocality (or
-causality).

In order to implement the distinction between micro- and macrolocality,
we resort to the theory of quantum measurement as developed in Ref. 12. In
this theory properties of the object system (which are represented by self-
adjoint operators A = J] m amPm) are mapped onto properties of the
measuring instrument according to (cf. Eq. (7), (8) and (10) of Ref. 12)

TrEmSp®paS
f=TrpPm (87)

in which p and pa are the initial states of object o and measuring instrument
a, respectively, Sp ®paS* is the final state of the combined system, and Em

is the macroscopic property of the measuring instrument corresponding to
Pm. By means of (87) it is possible to tie the Definition 4.1 of a microlocal
operation to the macroscopic level:
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Definition 5.1 (Macrolocal Operation). An operation T: p-> T(p) is a
macrolocal operation in region C of IR3 if, up to experimental error,

(i) Tr EmST(Pcp)®paS
f = Tr EmSPcT(p)®PaS' (88)

for all Em,

(ii) Tr EmST(p)®PaS*=Tr EmSp®paS' (89)
o,a o,a

for all Em corresponding to a Pm which is pertinent to D, with DC\C = 0.

Since from (67) and (68) we get, for arbitrary Pm,

Tr Pm Tc(Pcp) = Tr PmPc Tc(p) (90)
o o

and

TrP*Pm-Tc(p) = TrP*PmP, CnD = 0 (91)
o o

it follows from (C7) that, according to our definition, microlocal operations
are also macrolocal. Conversely, since (67) and (68) follow from (90) and
(91) if in the latter expessions Pm can be taken to be arbitrary, macrolocality
would also seem to entail microlocality. This, however, need not be the case,
because the arbitrariness of Em in (88) and (89) does not necessarily imply
that the corresponding set of Pm's separates the states of the object system.
Yet, it is clear that a distinction between microlocality and macrolocality, as
is made here, makes sense only by virtue of the assumption that it is
impossible to determine the quantum state completely by means of
macroscopic measurements. Since all measurement is subject to a certain
inaccuracy, this assumption, however, does not seem to be unreasonable. So,
macrolocality is reconciled with a possible violation of microlocality because
there exist such limitations on the possibility of measuring local observables
that the restriction of (88) and (89) to actually possible measurements does
not entail (67) and (68). Yet, these limitations seems to have rather a prac-
tical than a fundamental origin.

The distinction of micro- and macrolocality as given above could be
implemented by an idea encountered in the relativistic theory of quantum
fields,'29'30' viz. that the notion of strict localization, as defined by (45),
should be replaced by the weaker notion of essential localization of the state
of the quar^um field. That is to say, there do not exist local operations
preparing the initial states p and pa of object and measuring instrument,
before the measurement, to be contained exactly in some bounded region of
IR3. Then the equalities (88) and (89) obtain, because the essentially
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localized state is supposed to yield for all local measurements, up to
experimental error, the same results as can be calculated for the strictly
localized state of which it is an approximation.

Although, for reasons not to be discussed here, it seems very reasonable
to assume that the initial states of the quantum measuring process cannot be
strictly localized but are at best essentially localized, we shall, for the sake of
clarity, in this article stick to the notion of strict localization as defined by
(45). As a matter of fact, the mathematical possibility of strictly localized
states can be demonstrated/29'30' though the physical interpretation of such
states remains somewhat obscure. So, although it seems possible to have a
theory of macrolocal operations which are not microlocal, in the following
we shall aim at a quantum measurement theory in which the (instantaneous)
influence of the localized state of the measuring instrument on the object
system is a microlocal operation. If it is possible to devise such a theory, the
measurement interaction will then automatically obey also macrolocality,
and simultaneous measurements in disjoint regions will be nondisturbing (if
these measurements are instantaneous). In Sections 7 and 8 it will be shown
that such a theory can be constructed on the basis of the assumption that the
field operators constituting the interaction hamiltonian between object and p.
measuring instrument are microlocal operators that commute with operators
pertaining to disjoint regions of IR3; that is, both local commutativity and
microlocality are assumed.

As we saw in Section 4, microlocality and local commutativity seem to \'''
be more or less independent properties of operators. Hence, we evidently do ^
not completely succeed in what we set out to do, viz. derive nondisturbance
from local commutativity. As a matter of fact, local commutativity is only !

sufficient for nondisturbance, in our derivation, if it is supplemented with
other, possibly independent requirements. This state of affairs may be—and
hopefully will be—improved on, to the effect that nondisturbance is derived
from local commutativity without supplementary requirements. Yet, our
present derivation appears to be illuminating. By constructing a theory which
is not only macrolocal but which is also microlocal, we get at our disposal a
model theory to which we can compare our physical theories in order to see
how far in these theories microlocality is satisfied or violated. Thus, quantum
electrodynamics will be seen, in Section 9, to be a theory which, in our !|
definition, is not microlocal. From our analysis it is also possible to infer in
which way the measuring process has to be restricted in order that quantum ] .
electrodynamics can be a macrolocal theory, although violating J
microlocality. The possibility of obtaining these results seems to be sufficient •
justification to consider theories in which the idea of strict localization plays -
a role. The replacement of strict localization by essential localization would
introduce an additional source of nonlocality by which the violation of

(
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microlocality is enhanced. In the present analysis the possibility of this kind
of contribution to nonlocality is left out of consideration.

6. MICRO- AND MACROCAUSALITY

Up until now we did not take into account possible time dependence of
the operations. Thus, the transformation p -» T(p) could be interpreted as an
instantaneous change of the density operator. However, if such a transfor-
mation is the result of a causal physical process, the corresponding change of
the density operator will take some time. We shall discuss in this section
such time-dependent operations, with special attention directed toward
causality properties.

Let
tï-t{) = p { t 1 ) , / , > r , (92)

describe a general time-dependent operation transforming the density
operator at tx into p{t2). It is noted that the representation (71) of Kraus also
accommodates this kind of operations, but we shall not make any use of it.
A very common operation of the type (92) is given by

= Tr S{t)pl®plS(t)t, S{t) = e-"w'+H*+H"> (93)

describing the influence on system 1, caused by the interaction with some
other system 2. This example provides an excellent opportunity to discuss the
relation between the notions of microlocality and microcausality. In
Section 4 microlocality was introduced as a property of operations on the
density operator of the object system. Such operations can be brought about
either through the free evolution of the state of the object system, or by
means of an interaction with a second system. The properties of these are
governed by the free field hamiitonian Ht and the total hamiltonian
H, + H2 + H12, respectively. In both cases the propagativity of the solutions
of the field equations will induce a violation of the microlocality conditions
(67) and (68), since a system which, at t = 0, is localized in a region C will
occupy a different region at a later time. Relativistic (Einstein) causality
demands that this region should be contained in the domain of influence C,
of C, defined by .

C,= UO(r.rt) (94)
reC

£2(r, ct) being a spherical neighborhood of r with radius ct. Implementing this
idea of relativistic causality into the notion of a microlocal operation we get
the following.
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Definition 6.1 (Propagative Microlocal Operation). A propagative
microlocai operation Tc(-, t) is an operation satisfying

(i) Tc(Pcp,t) = PcTc{Pcp,t) (95a)

(ii) PcTc(PCip,t) = PcTc(p,t) (95b)

(iii) PDTc{p,t) = PDU(t)p, DDCt = 0 (96)

U(t) representing the free evolution of the system.
The equalities (95a), (95b) and (96) reduce to (67) and (68), respec-

tively, in case there is no propagativity. More specifically, (95a) and (95b)
are the generalizations of (69a) and (69b), respectively, to the propagative
situation. If all operations that can be applied to a system are propagative
microlocal operations, we shall say that the system is microcausal.

If Tc is a nonpropagative microlocal operation, then U(t)Tc and TcU[t)
are examples of propagative ones if U(t) satisfies certain conditions.
Inserting U(t)Tc into (95a) we get, using (67),

c = PcU(t)PcTc

which, for Tc = I, implies the equality

[U(t),PCi]Pc = 0 (97a)

An analogous expression can be derived from (95b), viz.

Pc[U(t),PCi} = 0 (97b)

In Theorem 6.2 it will be shown that, for a convex set C, (97b) is also a
consequence of (96). Equalities (97a), (97b) express the microcausal
evolution of localized states of the free field.

Although (97a), (97b) is a necessary condition for microcausality of a
system, it is not sufficient. If the system interacts with another system, the
locality properties of the operation (93) describing this interaction are a
consequence of both the free evolution of the two systems and the properties
of the interaction operator Hl2. If Hn does not have such properties that it
can be characterized as a local interaction between systems 1 and 2, the
whole idea of the possibility of a microlocal operation evaporates. In order
that the operation (93) be a propagative microlocal operation, it is sufficient, • > '
as will be demonstrated in the next sections, that (i) //12 be a microlocal |'#
interaction hamiltonian (cf. Section 7 for the definition), and (ii) the free field ;$
propagation be microcausal. Then, the system is microcausal if it has only /
microlocal interactions with other systems. I
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As is well known, microcausality is one of the outstanding problematic
features of relativistic quantum theory. Especially the condition (97a) is
often judged to be impossible, because of the problems encountered in
constructing physically relevant solutions of the wave equations which do ,
not spread with a velocity exceeding the velocity of light.'3" In the context ;

of local observables this problem is demonstrated especially lucidly by \
Schlieder'32' on the basis of a theorem proved by Borchers,(33) viz. that for
any local projection operator [cf. (25)] TrPmU(t)p cannot be zero in any
open subset of the /-axis, even if the initial state p is localized in a region
which is located arbitrarily far away from the region C of the measurement.

Because of the above-mentioned data the requirement of microcausality
is sometimes dropped, and replaced by a requirement of macrocausality, on
the basis of argumentations similar to those given by us in Section 5 on
account of the locality problem.'13"15' At this moment, however, it is not
completely clear whether this weakening of the general demands to be met
by the theory is really necessary. As a matter of fact, both the infinite-
velocity wave packet spreading and the Schlieder-Borchers theorem are ••:
consequences of a presupposed one-sided boundedness of the spectrum of the
free-field hamiltonian. If the spectrum is not bounded from below, it is often 0
possible to construct wave packets having sharp wave fronts and behaving
microcausally."3'3" Indeed, it is sometimes thought"5'34' that certain j
paradoxes with respect to causality can be solved by allowing the spectrum t I
of the hamiltonian to be unbounded also from below. ' i

The above-mentioned considerations show that it is not possible, as yet,
to disqualify microcausality as a property of relativistic quantum fields, on
the basis of its free-field behavior. For this reason we feel free to postulate
(97a), (97b), thus assuming microcausality of the free field. By doing this we
are able to disentangle possible violations of microcausality originating from
its two possible sources, viz. free-field evolution and interactions, the latter ,
being the proper subject of this article. Of course, this procedure is only of f
pragmatic value, since both sources possibly contribute to the violation of
microcausality. In a more "realistic" treatment we have to take into account
also the violation of microcausality by the free-field evolution. The analysis
of the measuring process will have to explain, then, how it is possible that . :

this latter violation of microcausality does not show up in actual experience (. v. j
as a violation of macrocausality. Ruijsenaars'16' has shown that this, '
presumably, is the case, since the deviation from microcausality can be ,'•
calculated to be too small to be detected under present laboratory conditions. >!
So, it seems that a possible violation of microcausality by the free-field Vrf
evolution will not spoil our derivation of nondisturbance of joint local ri 'i
measurements in causally disjoint regions.

We conclude this section by deriving the following theorems. ;
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Theorem 6.1. If the free-field evolution satisfies (97b), then the
Heisenberg operator Bc(t) = U(t)*Bc is a local operator in C,, i.e.,

P*Bc(t) = Bc(t), Bc(t) = U(t)*3c (98)

Proof. Equation (98) follows directly by taking the adjoint of (97b).|

Theorem 6.2. If all operations of the form U(t)Tc, Tc a microlocal
operation, C convex, are propagative microlocal operations, then (97b)
follows from (96).

Proof. The projection PCi is a microlocal operation in (C,). Since, for
convex C, (Ct), = C, it follows from (96) that

PDV(t)Pc=PDV{t), D e c (99)

Then (97b) follows by taking D = C. I

7. LOCAL INTERACTIONS -,
.j

In order to be able to handle compound systems, we have to extend the i
formalism of local operators in the usual way to encompass direct products :
of operators of the different systems. Thus, if A\. and B2

D are local operators i
of systems 1 and 2, respectively, we have

(Pc®Pl)*lAc®B2
D)= P'c* ®P2

B*(Al
c® B2

D)

= P1
c*Al

c®P2
D*B2

D=A'c®B2
B (100)

This allows a straightforward generalization toward the tensor product of the ,
Banach spaces of the operators of systems 1 and 2, which contains the '
interaction operators of these systems. We shall take such interaction
operators to have the form

Hn=[ drA\t)®B\r) (101) '-.

]'

Moreover, H12 will be called a local interaction if A l(r) and B2(r) are local j
operators, satisfying , j

r \ A l(r\ r P T If

„ . * • < „ , ,ec <102) f
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In the following it is also assume that A\t) and B2(t) satisfy the
microlocality property (74a), (74b).

If we restrict our attention, as we will do in the following sections, to a
special kind of microlocal interactions, namely interactions describing only
the scattering of two field quanta, we may assume that the operators A '(r)
and B2(t) of (101) both consist of an ordered product of a creation and an
annihilation operator. In this case we have

B2(r)|0> = 0 (103a)

<0|fl2(r) = 0 (103b)

For the scalar field theory of Section 2, Theorem 2.2 and its corollary can be
generalized to compound systems such that from (103a), (103b) the
following equalities can be derived:

In ,.he general case it is possible to derive from (103a), (103b), (79), and
(81a) that P1

c(A
1(r)P1

cp)=P^Al(r)P1
cp) = 0, T€C, etc. Analogously to

the remark made after Theorem 4.7, it does not seem possible to derive the
more general relations (104) also here. In the following it will be convenient
to restrict the class of local interactions which will be considered to those
Hn in which the operators A '(r) and B2{r) satisfy (104).

It is noted here that the restriction of local interactions to interactions
(101) satisfying (104) is, strictly speaking, too severe, because this restriction
makes it difficult to apply the theory to, for instance, the interaction of
quantum electrodynamics which does not obey (104). Since, however, in the
present investigation it is our main intention to find sufficient conditions for
a field theory to be microcausal, this is not a serious drawback.

For the interaction hamiltonian (101) obeying (104), the following
theorems are now derived.

Theorem 7.1. If the systems 1 and 2 are localized in regions C and D,
respectively, which do not intersect, then

Tr HnP
l
c®P2

Dp = Q,

or, equivalently,

Plc* ®P2
D*Hl2 = 0, CnD = 0 (105)
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Proof.

Pc* ®Pl*H12= f drP1
c*A1(r)®P1

D*Pl*B2(r)
Jc

+ f drPl
c*P2

D*A1(r)®P2
D*B2(r)

+ \ drPc*A1(r)®Pl*B2(r)
'CUD

= ƒ dtA\t)(0\B2(t)\0)

+ f dt(0\Al(r)\0)B2(r)

+ L_dr{Q\A\t)\Q){O\B\T)\O) = O
•'CUD

because of (49), (59), and (103a), (103b).

Theorem 7.2.

Proof.

|

(106)

H"n= U drPc-*A1(r)®Pc*B2(r)Y

So, Pc* ®P%*Hn
n is a multiple integral of a sum of terms of the form

lc*Al(rt) -Pl
c*A\T„)

with C(=C or C, i= 1,...,«.
From (104) and the microlocality property (74a), (74b), it follows that,

for this choice of the C,, we have

= 0

if not all C, = C. So,

^ t , ) ...P1
c*Al(rn)) = 0, unless V,.Q = C

Since />|*(Pc*JB
2(r1) ••• Pl*B2(ra)) = 0 if C n f l = 0 , the theorem follows.
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From (105) and (106) we get the equality

Ph* ® Pi* eiH'n' = I, CnD = 0 (107)

These results can easily be generalized to interaction hamiltonians that are
sums of terms of the form (101) with microlocal operators obeying (104).

Theorem 7.3. The equality (107) is equivalent to

Vp-Pc ® P2
D(eiH»'Pl

c ® P2
Dp) = Pl

c® P2
B(Pl

c ® P\p • em»')

= P1
c®Plp, CC\D = 0 (108)

Proof. Equation (108) follows directly from a generalization of (77) to
tensor product space, giving

Plc ® PWHntPc ® PIP) = Plc* ® Pi*em"' • P*c

= P'C®PIP,

Conversely, from (108) we get the adjoint relation

0 (109)

Taking B = I, this entails (107). I

Theorem 7.4.

P'c Tx{e'"»' Pl
c ® Pip) = Pl

c TT{PX
C ®Pip • efWlJ')

0 (110)

Proof. Since

A1
c = Pi

c*®P2
D*Al

c

it follows, by a generalization of (75) to tensor products, that

Pl
c* ®Pl*{Al

ce
iH»')^A'cP'c* ® Pi* e'""'

So, if C n D = 0, we have by (107)

l (111)

Since (111) obtains for A^P^A1 with arbitrary A\ (110) follows
straightforwardly as the adjoin' of (111). |
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The equality (110) clearly admits the interpretation that, if systems 1
and 2 are both localized in nonintersecting regions, the interaction is not
effective, at least not as far as local measurements in C on system 1 are
concerned. In the next section we shall relax the restriction of the states of
system 1 to localized states, and keep only system 2 localized. We shall then
demonstrate the more general property of a local interaction, viz. that the
influence of system 2 on system 1 obeys all the properties of a microlocal
operation as defined by Definition 4.1. If a local interaction operator Hl2 has
this property, we shall term it a microlocal interaction operator.

8. MICROLOCAL INTERACTIONS AND MICROLOCAL
OPERATIONS

Theorem 8.1. VHn is a local interaction defined by (101), (102), and
(104), then

e i H l 2 ' > P J
c p - e i " ' 2 ' 2 = P J

c ( e i " ' 2 ' l P J
c p - e I H ' 2 ' 2 ) , j = l , 1 ( 1 1 2 )

Proof. Writing

= f drPi
c*Al(r)®P2*B2(T)+ f

JC j^

it follows from (104) that

H
So,

= Pic(HncP
l
cP)

(113)

(114)

the latter equality following from the microlocality property (74a), (74b),
which can be shown to be valid also in the tensor product space. A similar
generalization of (78) yields for arbitrary operators D12 on the tensor
product space

Pl
c{P^A{ • P\.Dn)= {0\Py*Al \Q)Pl

cD
n (115)

From (115) we derive

(116)

because of (103a), (103b).

I

;i
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Adding (114) and (116) we find

Hl2P
>

cp = P1c(HnP
l
cP) (117)

From (117) it is proved by induction that

HnPcP = PUPIiPcP)* n = 0,\, 2,...

Hence,

em»<P1
cp = Px

c(e
m»'P1

cp) (118a)

In a completely analogous way we also find

e'"12') (118b)

and analogous expressions if Pl
c is replaced by P2-. The result (112) finally

following from a successive application of (118a) and (118b). I

Taking the adjoints of (118a), (118b), we get, for./= 1, 2,

(119)
PJ*(ft12 0iH<l'\— pJ*(pJ* O'2 . piHi2l\

which equalities are valid for any region C and operator B12. i it

Theorem 8.2. If Hn is a local interaction, obeying the microlocality '
property and (104), then !

0 (120)

Proof. From (112) we obtain, for arbitrary regions C and D,

e"fnl'P'c®P2
Dp-eiH'2h

U l l - e i H l i ' 2 ) (121)
l
c ® P2

Dp) • e'"12'2)

The theorem then follows from an application of (108). I

i The adjoint relation

f Pl
c* ®Pl*(eiH'2'iBl2eiH»'l) = P1

c*®Pl* Bn (122)

Bn arbitrary, CnD = 0, is equivalent to (120).
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Theorem 8.3. The mimorphism T: f (<^2) -> r ( J ^ ) , defined by

T(p):=Tre-'H'2'Plp-e'H»\ /? 6 *"&*!,) (123)
satisfies

[T,Pl
c] = 0 (124)

Proof. By (112),

T(Pl
cp) = Tr <»-'»»' J>>. ® P\p • eiH»'

= Pl
c Tr e"'"'2 ' />£ ® P\p • eiH"'

Because of (113) and (76) this can be written according to

T(P'cp) = P'c Tr e~'""<•'Pl
c

= Pl
cTt e~

iH'lc'P\p • e'"'2<>

By once more applying (113) we finally get

" ' 2 ' P \ p • eiH"1 =Px
cT{p)

For any p, e&~(Jtl)+ and any / ? 6 f ( ^ 2 ) + such that pl=lr2p, the
mirrorphism T (123) defines an operation Tl(p,-) which maps p, into \
8~(*?[)+ according to

(125)

(note that Tx(p, •) is defined on one density operator p, only).
The result (124) is actually a property of this operation, which can be

seen by rewriting (124) as

Tl(PcP,Pcpl) = PcT1(p,pl) (126)

This expresses the commutativity of the operators Tx and /*<!•• Consequently,
: the operation T\ defined by (125), satisfies one of the necessary conditions,
1 viz. (67), in order that it be a microlocal operation in C. We shall now also
! derive a theorem that is pertinent to the second condition, viz. (68).

| Theorem 8.4. If Hn is a local interaction, satisfying the microlocality
t property and (104), then commutativity of /4'(r), r € C , with all local
{ operators Pl

D*B\ CC\D = 0, is necessary and sufficient in order that

f- pï*(e + iH,il p ' * £ l . e-iH,2>\ _ p l * £ i 5 COZ) = 0 (127)
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Proof.
(a) From (119) and (75) it follows that

l* e+iHn' • Pl
D*B* • Pi*

Since our local interaction operator Hl2 satisfies

PJ
c*Hn=P^®P2

c*H12 = H12c, J=l,2 (128)

we can, by the method employed in Theorem 8.1, derive the equality

P[* eIH"' = /»£* ® Pc* eiH"' = eiH»c', 7 = 1,2 (129)

Inserting this in the left-hand side of (127), we get

.«-">*') (130)

Since in Hv,c the spatial integration only extends over region C, the 1
exponents only contain operators ^ ( r ) and B2(t) pertinent to region C. So, - j
from (130) it is directly seen that commutativity of P^B1 and P^*Al(t) is !
sufficient to obtain (127). : !

(b) The necessity is proved as follows. The equality (127) is \ i
equivalent to the adjoint relation :

: p D p , C 0 (131)

Since this is an identity in t, it follows that

l»iTr[Jf1 I c ,P^]=*£Tr[/f I 2 c , />] = 0, CHD = 0 (132)

Taking again the adjoint of (132), we obtain for arbitrary Bl
D:

Tr \Bl
D,Hnc]p = Q, CnD = 0

which, since p is arbitrary, entails

[*i»#i2CJ = o, cnD = 0 (133)

Finally, (133) is only possible if

[Bl
D,Al(r)]=0, r £ C | (134)
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Corollary. The operation Tl(p, •), defined by (125), satisfies

(135)

Proof. This follows directly by taking the adjoint of (127). |

Summarizing, it is seen from Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 that the operation
Tl(p,-), defined by (125), satisfies the conditions (67) and (68) of a
microlocal operation if and only if the constituent operators Al(r) of the
interaction hamiltonian Hu obey the local commutativity relation (134).
Consequently, this is also a necessary and sufficient condition that our local
interaction (101), satisfying (74a), (74b) and (104), is a microlocal
interaction. In the following this result is extended to the more physical
operations (93), presupposing microcausality for the free-field evolutions of
systems 1 and 2.

Theorem 8.5. Defining the operation Tx(p, •, /) according to

P(p,p,,t):=TrU(t)P2
cp, p} = Trp

2 (136)
U

and assuming microcausality for the free-field evolutions, the operation
Tl(p,-,t) is a propagative microlocal operation in C, if the operation
Tl(p, •), defined by (125), is microlocal. That is (cf. Definition 6.1),

i (137a)

P'cT
1(P1

Cip,P>Cipl,t)=Pl
cT

l(p,pl,t) (137b)

l i 1 0 (138)

Proof. In the derivation we make use of Trotter's product formula05'

ei{H0 + Hu)t_ | j m feiHoW») eW,2Wn)\n (139)
rt-*ao

Application of this formula in U{t) PJ
cp yields a double sequence, which has

the same limit as the sequence of its diagonal terms. So, for,/ = 1, 2,

U{t)PJ
cp = lim ( t r ^ w » e-

M'2(tm)nPJ
cp • (e

iH^'/n)
 e»wwy (140)

i
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By successive applications of (97a) and (112) to each term of this sequence,
we get

Then,

U(t)PJ
cP = PJ

Ci U(t)PJ
cP, J = l , 2 (141)

T\Pl
cp, Pl

cPl, t) = Tr U(t)Pl
c ® Pip

= Pl
cTrU{t)Pl

c®P2p

= Pl
ClT

l(P1
cp,Pl

cPl,t)

thus proving (137a).
In order to derive (137b) we first prove the following lemma.

Lemma. If Hu is a local interaction hamiltonian, satisfying (74a),
(74b), (104), and the condition of local commutativity as given in
Theorem 8.4, then

U*2(t)Pl*®P2*A l2=P1
c*®Pl*{Uf2(t)P

i
c*®P1

c*A 12) (142)

Proof. By (75) and (119) it follows that

Pl
c* ® Pl*(U*2(t)Pl* ® Ph*A n)

= Pi
c*®Pl*{eiHn'Pl

c*®Pl*An • e"'"12')

= Pl
c* ® Pi* eiHn' • Pi* ® Pl*A n • Pi* ® Pi* e''"12'

Hi2c being defined as in the proof of Theorem 8.1.
On the other hand, it follows from the local commutativity of the

operators A '(r) and B2(r) which constitute Hn that

= e'HntPl*®Pl*A12 • e'"1'2'

= U(t)*Pl
c*®Pl*A12

thus proving the lemma.
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Returning to the derivation of (137b), we apply Trotter's product
formula (139), analogously to (140), according to

U{t)*Pl
c*A' = lim {UUt/n) U$(t/n))nPl

c*A' (143)
It -»OO

in which

n = eiH°'A n e-"1*', Ho = / / , + H2

We now show by means of (143) that

U(t)*Pl
c*A' = /»£* ® Pi* U(t)*Px

c*A' (144)

This is proven as follows. First consider

77* (tlti\ ¥T*(t/n\Pl*/l ' /7* (tln\ ïïr*(t/n\Pi * rvl PÏ*A ' '
12\ / / 0 \ / / C — I2\ / / *̂ 0 \ I ) C *cs * C '

pi * fO\ p2* FT* (tln\ p2 * /c\ n2 * tT^ft/rl^pl* f$\ P^ *>J *

which follows by successive application of (98) and (142). Repeating this
procedure, we get j

= pct,»® pct, „(̂ 1*2(00 u* (t/n))mPl*A', 1 < m < n

which, by (143), directly implies (144). '.
From (144) we get, by applying Pi*, the equality [

Pi* (g, Pi* U(t)*Pl
c*A' = P |* V(t)*Pl*A ' (145) I :

which is seen to be the adjoint of (137b).
We finally prove (138). This equality, which is equivalent to

Tr PjfA'.UlOPcP^WAi-UMTTp, DnC, = 0 (146) "

is proven by once more applying Trotter's product formula and making
successive use of the equalities (97a) and (112), to get

U(t)Plp= \im f\ (Pi U0(t/n)PlU12(t/n))P2
cP (147) ' *

n—*oo i *

I*
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in which Co = C, and the product is an ordered product, j increasing from
right to left. Inserting (147) into the left-hand side of (146) gives

Tr Pl
D* A1 • U{t)Plp

= i™ T ^ * ft (uutMPlt^i
The product in this expression is successively evaluated. Since A' only refers
to system 1, we have

Pl*Pl
D*A1=P1

D*Al

For the same reason, and because of (98), we subsequently get

whence

= Uf{t/n)PB*Al

the latter equality following from (127), since

Successive application of the same rules finally entails (146), and hence
(138), in a direct way. |

9. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

The interaction hamiltonian of quantum electrodynamics,

#12=1 #int(r) * = i e I dt N(\j/(r)yvA"(r) v(r)) (148)
J J

in which N denotes normal ordering, has the form (101) of a local
interaction operator. Since, however, each of the operators (i?(r), ^(r), and
A "(r) is a sum of a creation and an annihilation operator, it is fairly obvious
that (148) does not satisfy (103a), (103b) and (104): taking systems 1 and 2
to represent the photon system and the electron-positron system, respec-
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tively, we may have, for t£C, that A"(T)P1
CP and P\p • A"(t) axe nonzero,

and analogously for N(ip(r) y/(r)) • P\p and P\p • N(\p(t) v(r)). This makes
it impossible to apply the method of the foregoing sections in a direct way,
in order to see whether the interaction of quantum electrodynamics is
microlocal. Notwithstanding this, it is interesting to have an idea about the
way this difference interferes with the derivations of the preceding sections,
so as to get an impression as to what extent microlocality could be violated
by quantum electrodynamics. In the present section we shall give a short,
rather qualitative discussion of the reasons why quantum electrodynamics
may be expected to be a theory violating microlocality.

Starting with Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 it is easily seen that for the
interaction hamütonian (148) Theorem 7.1 holds as before. Theorem 7.2,
however, is no longer derivable. This is most easily seen by calculating

v M Pol» \ M

(po = Ep,qo = Eq) (149)

which is nonzero, the nonvanishing contribution stemming from the vacuum
diagram depicted in Fig. 1.

If we calculate the more general expectation value Tr H}nt(r,) H-im(T2)
P\.®P%p, CC\D = 0, assuming that the equalities (104) are valid for all
interaction operators which are not excluded above, then there are several
more nonvanishing contributions. These contributions stem from processes in
which the interaction of an electron with a photon is made possible by first
creating a photon in D or an electron-positron pair in C, which eventually is
annihilated again. Such processes are generally interpreted as interactions
involving virtual quanta, which interactions only contribute to the self-
energies of the electron and photon system, respectively (Fig. 2).

In most applications of quantum electrodynamics vacuum diagrams are
omitted completely because they cannot contribute to any real transition,'30'

Fig. 1. Vacuum diagram.
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Fig. 2. Self-energy diagrams.

since no quanta are involved originating from the incoming field. Also the
self-energy terms are taken into account only to a certain extent. As is well
known, higher-order terms of this kind are lumped together in a process of
mass and charge renormalization, which is interpreted physically as a tran-
sition in the theory from "bare" particles to "physical" or "dressed"
particles: the cloud of virtual quanta surrounding a real (incoming) particle
is included in this new theoretical entity, which, henceforth, is thought of as
a more or less pointlike particle.

It is important to note here that, by neglecting both the vacuum
diagrams and these self-energy terms, precisely such processes are neglected
by which quantum electrodynamics violates microlocality. Microscopically
speaking there is a nonvanishing probability of detecting a virtual particle in
the physical ground state (the physical "vacuum") of the quantum elec-
trodynamical system, as well as in the cloud of a real-particle state.
Experimental detection of such virtual particles would mean that quantum
electrodynamics not only would violate microlocality but also macrolocality.
This, however, does not seem to be observed, thus illustrating the distinction
between micro- and macrolocality that was drawn in Section 5. As a matter
of fact, in order that there be no macroscopic violation of locality, our
particle detectors should not be sensitive to virtual particles but only react to
"physical" particles. Although this seems to be a rather trivial conclusion, it
actually amounts to a rather severe restriction of the possibilities of probing
quantum reality. These restrictions, however, seem to be of a practical nature
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only and cannot be seen to have a fundamental origin. If our measuring
instruments are subtle enough, we might get experimental evidence of the
violation of locality. It seems that the Lamb shift, which depends on self-
energy terms analogous to those depicted in Fig. 2, can be seen as an indirect
evidence of this effect: certain values of the energy observable (which is not a
local observable pertaining to a bounded region of IR3) would be different if
the interaction terms violating microlocality are absent in the interaction
hamiltonian of quantum electrodynamics. So, even if there are fundamental
objections against a direct observation of nonlocality by means of the
detection of a virtual particle (for instance, because then the detector would
have to supply an infinite self-energy to transform a virtual particle into a
real one), it seems possible to obtain some experimental information about
the way the nonlocal virtual-particle cloud changes in a real-particle tran-
sition.

By considering the possibility of proving Theorem 8.1 for quantum elec-
trodynamics, we meet a second source of violation of microlocality which
has to do with real quanta only. If we start, as before, with a state in which
the photon system is localized in C and the electron-positron system in D,
with CC\D = 0, then there is also a contribution to TrH]2P

}
C®P\>P from

that part of H12 which describes electron-positron annihilation. By this term,
for instance, in D a photon can be created which, because of the symmetry
of the wave function, is instantaneously correlated with the photons in C.
This can be interpreted as a violation of microlocality/causality, because the
newly created photon is not distinguished from the photons which wer?
originally present in C. This implies that the photon in D constitutes one
single system together with the photons in C, thus entailing a violation of
(112)fory= 1.

It seems that microcausality can only be implemented into a theory in
which the photon created in D can be considered as a system which is
different from the photons in C. As we showed elsewhere,*37-38' such
theories, in which the identical particles are treated as distinguishable
particles, can be constructed. So, the violation of microcausality discussed
here seems to be a consequence of the usual field theoretic description, rather
than caused by actual physical processes, and is essentially spurious. Since,
however, it is a feature of the usual field theory, it could have consequences
on the macroscopic level of measurement. That this is not the case is once ^
more a consequence of a restriction of the class of measurements: only such j
observables are compatible with the usual field theory, which do not discern
between, on the one hand, a product state of the photons in C and those in
D, and, on the other hand, the state which is obtained by symmetrizing this
product state. Such measurements are not sensitive to the violation of
microcausality discussed here. So, a real test requires a measurement which
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is outside the class of measurements described by usual quantum field
theory.

From the examples discussed here it is seen that quantum elec-
trodynamics cannot be considered to be a microlocal theory, even if the free-
field evolution is thought to be microcausal. Of course, contributions to the
violation of microcausality due to the free-field evolution will add to the ones
discussed here. A detailed discussion of the whole problem is beyond the
scope of the present article.

We close this discussion of quantum electrodynamics by noting that
measuring instruments consist of the same kinds of particles the object
system is composed of. This implies that due to the interaction of object and
measuring instrument we may expect nonlocal effects analogous to the Lamb
shift, caused by a nonlocal influence exerted by the measuring instrument on
the virtual-particle cloud of the object system. It seems not improbable that
this nonlocal interaction between measuring instrument and object system
may be viewed as the physical basis of the fundamental inseparability of
these systems in the measurement act.<39) On the other hand, we may expect
the nonlocal interaction to be far less effective if the distance between two
systems is great. Consequently, this kind of inseparability presumably is
restricted to systems which are in close interaction.

10. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present article the problem of (non)locality of the microscopic
world is studied on the basis of the ideas of local operation and local
measurement. Since we can, at least in principle, make these local operations
happen at will, the theory seems to fulfill the criteria of what is called by
d'Espagnat<5) an entailment theory of causation. Nonlocality would be
proved if a local operation would have observable effects in a region which is
causally disjoint.

It was demonstrated that the interaction between object system and
measuring instrument can be, under certain specified conditions, a local
operation performed on the object system. This result would endorse the
conclusions drawn in Refs. 8 and 9 (cf. Introduction) that in the case of the
EPR experiment the two measurements are completely independent.
However, from our discussion of quantum electrodynamics it is also clear
that realistic physical interaction hamiltonians may have terms violating
locality. Apart from these interaction effects, the free-field evolution also
introduces nonlocal/noncausal features into quantum mechanics.

Before the invention of the Bell inequalities, virtually no one realized
that quantum mechanics might be an essentially nonlocal theory. The
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postulate of local commutativity was accepted as a natural warrant of the
nondisturbance of local measurements performed in causally disjoint regions
of space-time.

We have not been able to demonstrate that local commutativity alone
would be sufficient for nondisturbance. So, there are still the two
possibilities, viz. that either the violation of locality is merely a microscopic
effect that has no influence on macroscopic measurement results, or that the
class of local measurements considered up until now is too small to
encompass such measurements which are sensitive to the quantum
nonlocalities. The first alternative seems to be favored by the experimental
data which show the measurement results of local measurements to be inde-
pendent of the presence of a distant measuring instrument. However, as we
saw in Section 9, a careful observation of energy (which, as a local obser-
vable, pertains to the whole of IR3) may reveal certain consequences of
nonlocality. This points in the direction of the second alternative. Perhaps
the correlation measurements involved in tests of the Bell inequalities, in
which a fast switching of the measurement setup is performed (as proposed
by Aspect(40)), will be sensitive enough to test quantum nonlocality (the
preliminary experiment''" is not sich a test!). It will be extremely difficult,
however, to interpret the results of these experiments, if they deviate from
quantum mechanics.

Several authors'41"431 have expressed an expectation that these
experiments will also have results in accordance with quantum mechanics.
This expectation may be based on the supposition that, if a local
measurement is not disturbed by another, distant, local measurement, this
will also be the case if that distant measurement is switched as in the Aspect
experiment. It would indeed be rather surprising if the nonlocal effects were
so strong that the measurement results of one stationary local measurement
could be influenced by switching the arrangement of a distant local
measurement, since this would entail the possibility of faster-than-light i
signalling. In fact, the main part of this article is devoted to a demonstration
of the feasibility of this very position within quantum mechanics, by showing
the possibility of a quantum mechanical theory of local operations, the
influences of which behave at least macrocausally.

It is, however, less clear whether, under switching conditions, we have to
expect quantum mechanics to hold also for correlation data. Such data can
only be derived from measurements performed on both particles in the EPR
experiment. So, in the switching experiment the particles interact with j

| nonstationary measuring instruments. Now, if there is a nonlocal interaction J
} of a measuring instrument with the particle nearest to it, the switching of the J
, instrument may cause observable effects which are analogous to the Lamb
! shift.
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Stated differently, by changing the measurement arrangement, the state
of the object system is also changed (see also Section 4 of Ref. 12). If the
change is performed slowly, this need not have observable consequences
exceeding those described by quantum mechanics. However, if the change is
so fast that the interaction of incoming particle and measuring instrument
cannot be treated adiabatically, deviations from the quantum mechanical
predictions can be expected. Since, presumably, the commutation frequency
of 250 MHz, as proposed in Ref. 40, is too low to reach the nonadiabatic
regime, the expectations of Shimony(4l)' and Vigier et al.l42Ji) may come
true. Indeed a switching experiment at 50 MHz shows excellent agreement
with quantum mechanics,<44) The Aspect experiment, restricted to these
frequencies, seems to probe only the inseparability of the two subsystems in
the EPR experiment.

Deviations from quantum mechanical predictions are to be expected
only if the measurement conditions apply to a situation which is outside the
domain of application of quantum mechanics. The boundaries of this domain
are unknown, and measurements like Aspect's switching experiment are
meant to explore its extension. The leading idea of this experiment is that, by
switching the measurement arrangement very fast, it is possible to break the
inseparability of the distant parts of the object system. For this it is thought
necessary that the switching time be smaller than the time-of-flight of a light
signal between the two measuring instruments of the EPR setup. If our
conjecture (cf. Section 9) is correct that the nonlocal interaction between the
distant subsystems cannot, because of the great distance, be seen as an
important source of inseparability having observable macroscopic conse-
quences, we cannot expect much effect from an effort to break it.

The situation is different if we consider the interactions of each of the
subsystems with the measuring instrument it enters. Here the nonlocal
interaction is expected to induce inseparability of subsystem and measuring
instrument, so as to form, what is called by Bohr, an indivisible whole of
object and measuring instrument. Breaking this kind of inseparability would
seem to be possible only if the switching time is shorter than d/c, d being the
dimension of the commutator. So, even though Aspect's switching
experiment yields the correlations predicted by quantum mechanics, this does
not seem to be interpretable as a consequence of a fundamental nonlocality
of the world, but it follows because the experiment has remained inside the
domain of validity of quantum mechanics. For deviations from quantum
mechanics the switching frequency should presumably be one or two orders
higher.

Our discussion of quantum nonlocality is far from final. Much work has
to be done in order to clarify whether quantum nonlocality is of a
fundamental nature, or can be derived from an underlying local theory. It
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was noted by d'Espagnat(5> that a study of the existence of faster-than-light
influences cannot confine itself to the level of mere quantum mechanical
description of measurement results, but should rely on the notion of attribute,
or property, of the microsystem. It was demonstrated in the present article
that a quantum mechanical treatment of measurement makes it possible to
improve our understanding of nonlocality also on the quantum level. We
agree with d'Espagnat that an understanding of quantum nonlocality on the
basis of a more fundamental local subquantum theory will need notions
which transcend those of quantum mechanics. It is questionable, however,
whether such theories will predict, for EPR-like experiments, deviations from
quantum mechanics as large as represented by the Bell inequalities, if the
interaction of object and measuring instrument is duly taken into account.
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APPENDIX A. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR Pc AND P%

In this Appendix the projections Pc and P% of Section 2 are exhibited in
a representation that makes no use of the existence of the improper Fock
space vectors (3). Instead, all derivations can be performed on the basis of
the equality

which follows directly from the canonical commutation relations (2) ( £ n

indicates summation over all permutations of (yi....,yB)). Using (A.I), it can
be demonstrated that the operator on Fock space defined by

I C()
/v=o

= f 4 r ( * i - f *»V+(r.) - /(rw)|0)<0| w(rN) - v(r.) (A.2)
N = 0 • / V ! JC JC

is a projection operator, transforming the state (1) into (4), that is,

= Pc\Y) (A.3)
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In (A.2) PC(AO is also a projection operator, selecting the states with
precisely AMposons in C.

With C the complement of C in IR\ the operator PC(N) is one of a
family of orthonormal projection operators on Fock space, defined by

S = 0,l,...,N (A.4)

PC(N, S) corresponds to the N-boson states of which 5 bosons are in C and
AT-Sin C. Clearly,

PC(N) = PC(N,N) (A.5)

It is easily demonstrated that

f 2 PcMS) = I (A.6)
Af=O S = 0

and

PC(N, S) PC(N', S') = Sm, öss, PC(N, S) (A.7)

Using (A.2) in the definition (17) of the orthogonal projection P£ on
the subspace of states localized in C can be defined by (18). The represen-
tation of the nonorthogonal projection Pc on ^"0#"), obeying (19) and (20),
is given by

00 00 00 1 I 1
pcP= i L L "cTrf'Jvr

S = o r = 0 Af=O " > ! • « ! JV!

• f dx, ••• f dxs f dyt ••• f dyT f d z , ••• f d z „ ( A . 8 )

Analogously, it is shown that the adjoint Pg of Pc, defined according to
(11), is given by
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00 00 00 1 1 1

ZJ 2J 2- "öt" rf "w
s = o r=o /v=o * ' 7 ! JV!

(A.9)

and that the projections Pg satisfy the properties (26)-(28) characterizing a
quasilocal algebra. From (A.9) it is easily derived that on this definition the
field operators are local operators:

xEC

P* y/\x) = y\x), x G C
p* ^(x) = 0, x e c

p* y/\x) = 0, x e c

Then, defining

y(f) = j dx f(x) if/[x)

with ƒ(x) a scalar function, (A. 10) yields

(A. 10)

(A.ll)

and analogously for y(/)+ . So, i^(/) is a local operator in C if/(x) has its
support in C. Then, taking in (A.ll) /(x) = — V8(x — y), it follows that

0,
x € interior C
x £ interior C.

(A. 12)

and analogously for Vyf(~).
It is also possible to demonstrate that any polynomial of field operators

represented by the right-hand side of (A.ll) is again a local operator in C.

APPENDIX B. AN ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION OF
LOCALIZATION

In order to avoid the consequence (22) stemming from the definition of
localization as expressed by (21), viz. that the vacuum is localized in any

.• i
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region of IR3, we can change (17) slightly, to the effect that the vacuum state
is no longer included in the summation. Thus, defining

and

QcP= S ({n}{n}\p\{m}{n\)\{n}{0})({m}{0}\ (10')

we have

Ql = Qc 02')

QcQc = Qc (19')

QcQc=Qc (20')

and

QU= I ({m}{0}\A\{n}{0})\{m}{n})({n){n)\ (6')
Ullmlln)

<|n|,(m)*(0|)

Ö*2 = Q* (7')

Obviously, the operators Q£A constitute an algebra.
From the equality

> = 0 (16')

which obtains for all A and all C, it now follows that

Vc (22')

So, in this definition, the vacuum state is not localized anywhere in R3.
Since the operators defined by (6') constitute a subset of the set of

operators (6) defined by Pg, both the Schlieder condition and local
commutativity remain valid properties.

Notwithstanding the attractive property (22') of the localization based
on Q c , this definition does not seem fully appropriate yet. The reason for
this is that the algebra of operators (6') does not contain certain operators
which, from a physicist's point of view, deserve the qualification of a local
operator. For instance, out of the observables

(mj
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representing the probabilities of finding {«} quanta in C, the observable with
{«} = {0} is not contained in this algebra, contrary to the observables with

Directly related to this fact, we have

! # ƒ (9')

which implies that, if the density operator has the vacuum as one of its
components, then

TrQcp*Trp (13')

So Q c is not a mimorphism, contrary to P c . Clearly, the requirement that
the localization definition corresponds to a mimorphism guarantees that the
class of local observables is rich enough in order to encompass all physically
acceptable observables.
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ADDENDUM TO APPENDIX A

In this Addendum the assertions of Appendix A are proven.

Theorem A.I. The operator Pc defined by (A.2) is idempotent.
Proof.

1 ICO 1 I

N,M=O N- M' Jc Jc

• V v{nNxt )

i
i

if
nA. representing summation over all permutations of x)v.., x ,̂. I \'

Theorem A.2. The operators PC(N, S) defined by (A.4) constitute, for
T = O, 1, 2,..., a complete set of orthogonal projection operators:

f f PC(N,S) = I (A. 14)

Proof.
(0

PC{N,S)PC{N',S') =
Sl(N-S)l S'l(N'-S')\

• i dXi-'-dxsf dxs+1—dxN( dy, —dys.\ dys,+ l ••• dyN,
Jc J? Jc Jc



I l l

°™'°ss' (si(N-sy.y

• f £&t,... dks f dxs+i---dxN\ dy,---dysf dys+l---dy„
jc Jc . jc j?

2
"us

because of (A.1), the canonical commutation relations (2), and the noninter-
section of C and C.

(ii) By a change of the summation indices we get

f f PC{N,S)= f f - i l f dxr-dxsidy.-dyr

Applying (A. 15) to the general state vector (1) we get

00 N

v v pc

00

'• ƒ dzx--- dzPVp(zl,...,:

s=o r=o i ! •*!

00 00 1 1

s=o r=o ° - •• •

IJ—) xs, yp..., y r
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= £ I (c)^!)-1/2f dxr..dxs\ dxs+l...dxP

the latter equality following since

— ( c ) f A , - . - A s f dxs + 1---dxPf(x1,...,xP)
(A.16)

= (" rfx, •••dxpf(xl,...,xp)

if

/(x,,..., xp) =/(/7P(x,,..., xP))

(which is easily proven by induction). I

Theorem A.3. With | V) given by (1), the state PC(N, S) \ V) can be
normalized to represent a state having N bosons of which there are S in C
and N-S'm C.

Proof.

(Nl)-i/2 (^) j^x, - dxsj_dxs+1 - dx,

• ^(x,,..., xN) / ( x , ) . . . ¥\xN) |0> (A.17)

Defining the number operators JVC = Jc dx yf(x) y/(x) and Nr=
S^dx y/*(x) v (̂x), it is easily demonstrated that (A.17) is an eigenvector of
7v"c and N? with eigenvalues S and (JV — 5), respectively. |

Theorem A.4. The state

= f (Piy1/2j dx, .- dxP yp(x,,...,Xy)) ¥\x,).- / (
'c

00

£ j dx{ ••• dxp\yp(xl x P ) | 2 = l
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obeys

and can be interpreted as a state which is localized in C.

Proof.

follows directly from (A. 17). By (A.I) we get

cOWc=f f A.-A,!^», x,)|2

It is also evident that | V)c is an eigenvector of Nr having eigenvalue
zero. I

Theorem A.5. The operator P£ defined by (cf. (17))

is idempotent.

Proof. Follows directly from Theorem A. 1. |

Theorem A.6. The operator Pc defined by (A.8) is idempotent.

Proof.

P2cP=Pc(PcP)

N,S,T=0 Ol Jl JVl

) ••• y/(xs

\
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With Xj e C, y, G C and z* £ C we have

ns

This implies

s,r,£>=o

Theorem A.7.

y/(xs)y/(w})

j :

(A.2O)
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Proof.

(i) With the help of the equality (for x, E C, y} E C and zk E C),

v f(yi) ••• v+(yr) v W ••• v

we get j \t

/v,s,r=o " ! •• ! "

00 1 1

S,T = O Z>1 *1
J dy,---dyT
JC

/ T \ O/r T \J 1/ TT \<

• (ii) The proof of (A.20) is analogous to the proof of Theorem A.6. I

| Theorem A.8. If P%A is defined by the equality

then P%A is represented by (A. 9).



(x)/h

(Nz)/ti •••

IOXOK*»)/ - (•*)

(IZ'V)

' ^ lo>

°~

SMOJIOJ ïi ( i 'v) UIOJJ

('z)/rt (sx)/fi

(sx)/h

911
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the latter equality following from the representation (A. 15) of the unit
operator. |

Theorem A. 10.

Pgy/(x) = 0 , x E C

Proof. This follows in an analogous way from the equality

£ S(xi-nT+ty1)---5(xT-nT+1yr)S(xr+l-nT+lx)

if Xt€C, i=l,...,

Theorem A. 11. If | !P>C is localized in C, then |<P) =
Jc dxf{x) if/(x) | W)c is also localized in C, with

4>P(X,,...,Xp) = y'P+l \ dxf(x) WP+ ,(x,x, xP)
c

Proof. Inserting (A. 18), it follows straightforwardly from the
canonical commutation relations and the symmetry of ^(x,, . . . , xp) that

f dxf(x)y,{x)\V)c
Jc

= f {P\)-1/2P( dk, •••&,_, f dk/(x)yP(x,x,,..,x,_,)
p=l JC JC

•/(»,)-/(«,_,)10>
00

= Z (p!r'

Theorem A. 12. If | !P)C is localized in C, then
5C dxf(x) \)i\x) | !P>C is localized in C, with

, • ' • • •
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Proof.

00

= S e«

= f (P!)
/•=o

Theorem A. 13.

P̂ ? Vv(x) = Vv/(x), x G interior of C

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem A.9. However,
now the equality (A.21) is replaced by

Then, the equality

f dx, ••• a r x s g ( x , , . . . , x s X 0 | >//(y,) ••• yr(y

3

ö(xT-nsyr)ö(xr+l-nsx)

), y,ec

can be valid only if x is an interior point of C. I

Theorem A. 14.

P*A • P*B = P*(P*A • P*B) (A.22)
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Proof.

CO CO 1 1 1 1 1 1

pgAPgB= y y __—.—.—.—L

• ƒ dx1 ••• dxs ( rfy, ••• dyT ( d z , ••• dzN

•f dx\-dx's,\ dy\-dy'T,\ dz\-dz'N,
Jc Jc JC

• <0| ^ y , ) ••• v4yT)Ayr\x,) ••• / ( « s ) | 0 >

s',r,jv=o « ! -<! •/V! •'c Jc Jc

f if
s=o ai Jc

This has the form (A.9) of a local operator in C. I

Theorem A. 15.
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Proof. In order to complete this proof we shall need the equality

£ 1 1

(A.23)

• v lyr '+ i ) ••• viyr-+N') vi*i) ••• V&N)

v ! f + +
yi^o ^ •'(cnfljuc

which is analogous to the equality of the representation (A. 15) of the unit
operator I with the expression

m- 100 1

= X ITT f dz< • • • A " ^ z ' ) " • • Vf(

The proof of equality (A.23) will be omitted. Then,

-o -SI n M S'l T'\ N'l

00 CO 1 1 1 J I 1

p*p*A = V V _ _ _ ! . : L
C " s r ^ o S:TTN'o -SI n M S'l T'\ N'l

• ( d X f - d x J d y , ••• dyT I ^ z , ••• dzN \ d x [ - - - dx's.
Jc Jc Jc JD

• f dyj-dy{..f dz[ -dx'N,

In this expression the product of the last two factors can be evaluated as

(A.24)
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Also, the integration operator can, because of the symmetry of the integrand,
be written according to

d k j ••• d x s [ dyt ••• dyT I rfz, ••• dzN
JC j^

i(f)|
cno

tTAf
V=o \J I JcnD

\ dyJ+l-dyT)

cnfl cn5

Because of the delta-functions in the integrand there can only be &
contribution if i = S' a n d j = r \ Then x,,...,\S,GD, \s,+,,...,xs ED,
yu...,yr,E D and y r/+1 yr(ED. This implies that (A.24) can be written
as

StS,+N, V
nT.

ö(x's,-ns,xs.)

Taking all together, we get

1 1 1 1
*P*

w ^ - j , . Â ! 5"! 7"! AT'!

d\r-dxs,\ dyx---dyT\ dyT,+l ••• dyT,Jcno
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X ^riwi i s f dyx-dyT\ dzl--dzN
s , r , j v = o " • •• ' • /V! •'cnD Jcrvi Jcro

the latter equality following from (A.23). I

This addendum to Appendix A is closed by a theorem having relevance
to the superposition of localized states.

Theorem A.16. Let C and D be two nonintersecting regions,
CnD = 0, and ^ ( x ) and ^ ( x ) two functions satisfying

¥V(x) = O, x G C

!fD(x) = 0, xED

Furthermore

Defining the one-particle state vectors

| V,) = ƒ dx !P,(x) V\x) 10>, / = 0, C, D

we have

Pc(\ VoX^ol) = |a|21 WC){WC\ + \b\2 HI VD)\\2 • 10><01 (A.25)

Proof. Inserting /? = | foX^ol 'n equation (A.8) gives

Pc(\lFaXVo\) = \a\1f dy' Vffy')j dx' fc(x') f dxj dy

• <o| v(x) / (x ' ) |o><o| Ky') v\y) |o> • v+(x) |o><o| Ky) "j

+ |6|2 f dy' !Fn(y') f dx' Vfl(x') I dx(0\i//(x)>//\x')\0) I'
JD JD JC /A

By means of the canonical commutation relations this immediately entails
(A.25). |



Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift is een onderdeel van een onderzoekprogramma waarin de
vraag wordt bestudeerd in hoeverre de problemen die rijzen bij een objec-
tivistische interpretatie van de quantummechanica, kunnen worden vermeden
wanneer de interactie tussen object en meetinstrument expliciet in rekening
wordt gebracht. Het objectiviteitsprobleem is al in 1935 aan de orde gesteld
in het bekende artikel van Einstein, Podolsky en Rosen. In deze context
manifesteert dit probleem zich vooral als een localiteits-c.q. causaliteits-
kwestie. In dit proefschrift wordt het probleem benaderd in deze laatste
gedaante en wel met behulp van een quantummechanische beschrijving van
de gezamenlijke meting van twee observabelen, plaatsvindend in causaal
gescheiden gebieden.

Tussenschakeling van het meetapparaat tussen object en waarnemer
maakt het mogelijk onderscheid te maken tussen macrocausaliteit (op het
macroniveau van de meetresultaten) en microcausaliteit (te definiëren op het
niveau van het microscopische object). We sk reken van macrocausaliteit als
metingen in causaal gescheiden gebieden eikaars meetresultaten niet bein-
vloeden. Macrocausaliteit wordt in de quantummechanica gewoonlijk tot
uitdrukking gebracht door middel van het postulaat van de locale
commutativiteit. Na een korte inleiding ("Introduction and summary")
komen in dit proefschrift achtereenvolgens de vragen aan de orde in hoeverre
locale commutativiteit noodzakelijk is voor macrocausaliteit (in1 "A
derivation of local commutativity from macrocausality using a quantum
mechanical theory of measurement"), dan wel voldoende (in' "A quantum
mechanical theory of local observables and local operations").

In artikel I wordt een quantummechanische meettheorie ontwikkeld die
voor enkelvoudige metingen de waarschijnlijkheden reproduceert die worden
voorgeschreven door de quantummechanische meetpostulaten. De
meettheorie kan worden uitgebreid tot de gezamenlijke meting van twee
observabelen, gerepresenteerd door de operatoren A en B. Uit de eis dat de

' Deze onderdelen van het proefschrift zijn oorspronkelijk gepubliceerd als artikelen in het
tijdschrift Foundations of Physcs, 14 (1984), p. 111 t/m 146 en p. 199 t/m 253, en worden
in Je tekst aangeduid als artikel I en II.
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meetuitkomsten van elk der observabelen hun orthodox-quantum-
mechanische waarden hebben, volgt dat A en B moeten commuteren. Voor
locale metingen, verricht in causaal gescheiden gebieden, is deze eis te inter-
preteren als een macrocausaliteitsconditie. Dit betekent dat we (locale)
commutativiteit hebben afgeleid uit macrocausaliteit.

Een kort overzicht wordt gegeven van twee alternatieve benaderingen
van het probleem van de relatie tussen (macro)causaliteit en locale
commutativiteit. In de algebraïsche benadering wordt locale commutativiteit
gepostuleerd. Een vorm van causaliteit wordt gewaarborgd door een extra
conditie, de z.g. Schliederconditie. De fysische betekenis van deze conditie is
echter ondoorzichtig. Bovendien is de filosofie die aan de algebraïsche
benadering ten grondslag ligt essentieel objectivistisch, en daarmee waar-
schijnlijk te eng. Dit laatste kan niet gezegd worden van de operationele
benadering, waarin wél rekening wordt gehouden met het meetapparaat.
Echter wordt in deze laatste benadering steeds gebruik gemaakt van een
projectiepostulaat, waardoor ook deze methode een te begrensd karakter
krijgt.

In een appendix bij artikel I wordt locale commutativiteit afgeleid uit
een aantal voorwaarden die voldoende zijn voor microcausaliteit, een begrip
dat nader gedefinieerd wordt in artikel II. Omdat het formalisme van de
quantummechanica niet microcausaal is, is deze afleiding niet acceptabel.
Gezien de mogelijkheid om locale commutativiteit te bewijzen, uitgaande van
de zwakkere eis van macrocausaliteit, is deze ook onnodig.

In artikel II wordt onderzocht in hoeverre locale commutativiteit
voldoende kan zijn voor macrocausaliteit. Daartoe wordt allereerst een
theorie ontwikkeld over locale operatoren en gelocaliseerde toestanden. In
deze theorie definieert een niet-orthogonale projectieoperator Pc op de
Banachruimte .58(3*) van begrensde operatoren op de Hilbertruimte J F een
toestand die gelocaliseerd is in C als een toestand beschreven door een
dichtheidsoperator die ligt in het bereik van Pc. Op analoge wijze wordt een
locale operator, behorend tot gebied C, gedefinieerd met behulp van de
hermitisch geadjungeerde Pg van Pc. Het localiteitsbegrip wordt nader
gespecificeerd tot microlocaliteit door de definitie van microlocale operatoren
en operaties die de localisatie van een object niet verstoren. Voor operaties
die niet instantaan plaatsvinden, wordt het idee van de microlocale operatie
gegeneraliseerd tot dat van een propagatieve microlocale operatie. Met
behulp van dit laatste begrip wordt een precieze karakterisering gegeven van
de microcausaliteit van een quantummechanisch systeem door te eisen dat
alle operaties die te verrichten zijn op het systeem (inclusief metingen)
propagatieve microlocale operaties zijn.

Omdat het formalisme van de quantummechanica niet microcausaal is,
worden de begrippen microlocaliteit en microcausaliteit vervolgens afgezwakt

f
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tot die van macrolocaliteit en macrocausaliteit, zodanig dat de eerste de
laatste impliceren, maar niet omgekeerd. Het meetproces speelt hierbij een
essentiële rol. Schending van microcausaliteit kan voortvloeien uit twee
bronnen, 1° propagatie van het ongestoorde system, 2° de wisselwerking met
andere systemen. Aannemende dat er op dit moment geen metingen bestaan
die zo nauwkeurig zijn dat de effecten van de eerste bron experimenteel
waarneembaar zijn, wordt in artikel II met name de wisselwerking
bestudeerd. Een model wordt bekeken van een locale interactiehamiltoniaan
die onder de hierboven aangegeven aanname voor de vrije propagatie, leidt
tot macrocausaliteit als ook aan locale commutativiteit is voldaan. Daarmee
is aangetoond dat macrocausaliteit uit locale commutativiteit kan volgen
mits nog aan een aantal extra voorwaarden is voldaan.

De theorie wordt tenslotte toegepast op het voorbeeld van de quantum-
electrodynamica. De interactiehamiltoniaan van deze theorie voldoet niet in
alle opzichten aan de extra voorwaarden. Aangetoond wordt dat de
quantumelectrodynamica niet microcausaal is tengevolge van het bestaan
van Feynman-diagrammen, corresponderend met vacuumexcitaties en met
zelfenergie-termen. Aangezien deze laatste precies die termen zijn welke
aanleiding geven tot de experimenteel observeerbare Lamb-verschuiving, is
de quantumelectrodynamica kennelijk zelfs niet macrocausaal. Deze
uitkomst geeft een indicatie omtrent het soort experimenten dat in staat is om
afwijkingen van macrocausaliteit te detecteren.



Summary

This thesis is part of a research program in which the question is studied of
whether the problems arising in an objectivistic interpretation of quantum
mechanics can be avoided if the interaction between object and measuring
instrument is taken into account explicitly. The objectivity problem was
already posed in 1935 in the well-known article by Einstein, Podolsky and
Rosen. In this context the problem manifests itself in the first place as a
locality or causality problem. In this thesis the problem is approached, in its
latter appearance, by means of a quantum mechanical description of the joint
measurement of two observables performed in causally disjoint regions.

By inserting a measuring instrument between object and observer it is
possible to distinguish between macrocausality (on the macroscopic level of
the measurement results) and microcausality (defined on the level of the
microscopic object). Measurements performed in causally disjoint regions
will be said to behave macrocausally if there is no mutual disturbance of the
measurement results. Macrocausality is usually expressed in quantum
mechanics through the postulate of local commutativity. After a short
introduction ("Introduction and summary") in this thesis the questions are
treated of whether local commutativity is necessary for macrocausality (in'
"A derivation of local commutativity from macrocausality using a quantum
mechanical theory of measurement"), and of whether it is sufficient (in' "A
quantum mechanical theory of local observables and local operations").

In article I a quantum mechanical theory of measurement is developed
reproducing, for single measurements, the probabilities that are prescribed by
the quantum mechanical measurement postulates. The theory of
measurement can be extended to the joint measurement of two observables,
represented by the operators A and B. From the requirement that the
measurement results of each of the observables have their orthodox quantum
mechanical values it follows that A and B should commute. For local
measurements performed in causally disjoint regions this requirement can be

' These parts of the thesis have been published previously in Foundations of Physics 14
(1984) page 111-146 and page 199-253. They are indicated in the text as articles I and II.
respectively.
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interpreted as a macrocausality condition. This implies that we have derived
(local) commutativity from macrocausality.

A short review is given of two alternative approaches of the problem of
the relation between (macro)causality and local commutativity. In the
algebraic approach local commutativity is postulated. A form of causality is
warranted by an extra condition, viz., the so-called Schlieder condition. The
physical meaning of this condition, however, is unclear. Moreover, the
philosophy on which the algebraic approach is based is essentially objec-
tivistic, and, consequently, presumably too restrictive. This objection does
not hold against the operational approach, in which the measuring
instrument is taken into account. However, in this latter approach use is
made of a projection postulate, causing also this method to have a too
restricted character.

In an appendix to article I local commutativity is derived from a
number of conditions that are sufficient for microcausality, a concept to be
defined more precisely in article II. Since the quantum mechanical formalism
is not microcausal, this derivation is not acceptable. In view of the
possibility to prove local commutativity starting from the weaker
requirement of macrocausality, it is not necessary, either.

In article II the sufficiency of local commutativity for macrocausality is
investigated. For this purpose a theory is developed about local operators
and localized states. In this theory a nonorthogonal projection operator Pc

on the Banach space 3{^) of bounded operators on the Hilbert space ^ is
employed to define a state, localized in C, as a state described by a density
operator lying in the range of Pc. Analogously, a local operator, pertaining
to C, is defined by the hermitian adjoint Pg of Pc. The locality concept is
specialized further to the concept of microlocality by means of the definition
of microlocal operators and microlocal operations, not spoiling the
localization of a localized object. For operations that are not executed
instantaneously the idea of microlocality is generalized to the notion of a
propagative microlocal operation. Using the latter concept a precise charac-
terization is given of the microcausality of a quantum mechanical system, by
requiring that all operations to be executed on the system (including
measurements) are propagative microlocal operations.

Because the formalism of quantum mechanics is not microcausal the
concepts of microlocality and microcausality are weakened so as to obtain
the notions of macrolocality and macrocausality, the first ones implying the
latter ones, but not conversely. In this weakening the measuring process
plays an important role. Violation of microcausality can result form two
sources, 1° propagation of the free system, 2° the interaction with other
systems. Assuming that at this moment no measurements exist that are
accurate enough to reveal effects of the first source, in article II the attention
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is concentrated on the interaction. A model of a local interaction hamiltonian
is studied, yielding, under the abovementioned assumption regarding the free
propagation, macrocausality if local commutativity is fulfilled. It is
demonstrated that macrocausality can follow from local commutativity if a
number of extra conditions is satisfied.

Finally, the theory is applied to the example of quantum
electrodynamics. The interaction hamiltonian of this theory does not satisfy
the extra conditions in all respects. It is demonstrated that quantum elec-
trodynamics violates microcausality because of the existence of Feynman
diagrams corresponding to vacuum excitations and to self-energy
contributions. Since the self-energy terms are the same that give rise to the
experimentally observable Lamb shift, quantum electrodynamics evidently is
even not macrocausal. This result furnishes an indication as to the type of
experiments capable of detecting violations of macrocausality.

ST. CATHERINE PRESS, TEMPELHOF 4 K BRUGGE, BELGIUM
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1. Bohr's stelling dat "een meer gedetailleerde analyse van atomaire
fenomenen (dan die van de quantummechanica) in principe onmogelijk
is," is gebaseerd op de beschouwing van een (te) beperkte klasse van
metingen, en heeft een remmende invloed uitgeoefend op de toepassing
van meettheorieën bij de bestudering van de interpretatie van de quan-
tummechanica.
N. Bohr, in P. A. Schilpp (ed.), Albert Einstein, Philosopher-Scientist,
Cambridge University Press, London, Third edition, p. 235.

2. De Lamb-verschuiving kan worden geïnterpreteerd als een observationele
evidentie van de niet-localiteit van de quantumelectrodynamica.
'Dit proefschrift.

3. De ondubbelzinnigheid van de conclusie dat de Bell-ongelijkheden
hoogstens niet-locale realistische theorieën toestaan ter onderbouwing
van de quantummechanica, is aan twijfel onderhevig.

4. Het door Soto en Claverie geconstateerde feit dat een "smoothed"
Wigner-functie "verkeerde" uitkomsten geeft (d.w.z. afwijkend van de
quantummechanische) kan worden verklaard als het gevolg van een
verstoring die optreedt bij een gezamenlijke meting van plaats en impuls.
F. Soto en P. Claverie, Physica 109 A (1981), 193. Dit proefschrift.

5. Ononderscheidbaarheid van identieke deeltjes in de quantummechanica
is niet voldoende voor een afleiding van symmetrie c.q. anti-symmetrie
van de golffunktie.
Willem M. de Muynck and Gidi P. van Liempd, On the relation between
indistinguishability of identical particles and (anti)-symmetry of the
wave function.

6. In tegenstelling tot de bewering van de auteurs geeft de door Chen, Lee
en Lin geconstrueerde nieuwe hiërarchie van symmetrieen van de
Benjamin-Ono vergelijking wel aanleiding tot behoudswetten.
H. H. Chen, Y. C. Lee en Jeng-Eng Lin, Physics Letters 91A (1982)
381.

7. Een atomaire verstrooiingstheorie waarin de vervormde-golf Born-
benadering (DWBA) wordt toegepast in combinatie met de Born-
Oppenheimer-benadering, is inconsistent indien de laatste niet is
geherformuleerd in termen van de relatieve plaatsvector van de
massamiddelpunten der atomen.



8. Dat verschillende wetenschapshistorici op grond van vrijwel hetzelfde
feitenmateriaal de vraag naar het al dan niet klassieke karakter van
Planck's researchprogramma op tegenovergestelde wijze beantwoorden,
kan worden verklaard uit een zekere inconsistentie binnen dit
researchprogramma.
T. S. Kuhn, Black-body theory and the quantum discontinuity, 1894-

1912 (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1978).
A. A. Needell, Irreversibility and the failure of classical dynamics: Max

Planck's work on the quantum theory 1900-1915 (Ph.D.
thesis Yale University, May 1980, University Microfilms
International).

9. Scheurer's "derevolutionering" van de overgang van Newton's klassieke ë

mechanica naar de speciale relativiteitstheorie houdt te weinig rekening ;
met het feit dat fysische meetbaarheid een metriek vereist. !
P. B. Scheurer, "Einstein's relativiteitstheorie: revolutie en derevolutie,"
in Nijmegen Studies in the Philosophy of Nature and its Sciences 1 ;
(1982), pag. 95. /

10. Reseller's methodologisch pragmatisme onderkent te weinig de moge-
lijkheid dat een bepaalde methode in 't algemeen slechts een begrensd ,;
toepassingsgebied heeft. . f
N. Rescher, Methodological pragmatism, Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1977. !"{

11. Het gevaar is niet denkbeeldig dat in de toekomstige infor-
matiemaatschappij de kwantiteit van de informatie afbreuk zal doen aan
de kwaliteit.
David Burnham, The rise of the computer state, Random House, 1983.

12. Bij haar verzet tegen massavernietigingswapens is de aandacht van de
vredesbeweging al te eenzijdig gericht op nucleaire wapens, en worden
chemische al te zeer verwaarloosd.

13. De bestuurlijke democratisering van een universitaire instelling kan niet
gediend zijn bij een concentratie van het bestuur in een apart
bestuursgebouw.


